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Looking for a way to build a better nest egg?
Your retirement savings are guaranteed* to grow 
safely with a Church Life IRA.

Church Life IRAs give you tax-deferred earnings, a guaranteed minimum interest rate* 
and a first-year bonus rate.†

Take a step closer to achieving a more secure, comfortable retirement 
by starting a Church Life Individual Retirement Annuity (IRA). While 
the stock market may fluctuate, a Church Life IRA grows steadily so 
there’s no guessing or worrying.

You’ll earn: •  A guaranteed fixed interest rate of 2.25% (for the first year, subject to 
change thereafter)

• A guaranteed minimum interest rate of 1.0%*
• A bonus of an additional 1.5% on all first-year contributions†

Save for retirement and on your taxes.
 If you’re under age 50, you can contribute up to $5,500* of your earnings 
each year. If you’re age 50 or older, you can contribute up to $6,500.* Any 
contributions you make to a new or existing IRA by April 15 may benefit 
you for the 2013 tax year.

Our IRAs offer you two smart ways to save on your taxes.
As everyone’s financial and retirement needs are different, we offer two 
kinds of IRAs:
Traditional IRA Roth IRA
Save on a tax-deferred basis.* Save with after-tax dollars.*
(contributions may be tax deductible)

Roll over or consolidate existing accounts into a Church Life IRA.
If you have another individual retirement account with a financial services 
company, or a 401(k) or 403(b) plan from a previous employer, you can roll 
it over or consolidate all your accounts into a Church Life IRA to continue 
to build your retirement savings securely.

Our licensed specialists are here to help.
To start a new Church Life IRA, contribute to an existing one or learn 
which type of IRA is best for you, call (888) 735-7114, Monday – Friday, 
8:30AM – 8:00PM ET (excluding holidays) and ask to speak to licensed 
specialists Kevin, Grace or Sheryl. To learn more now, visit www.cpg.org/ira, 
or email us at retirementsolutions@cpg.org.

Remember, you have until April 15, 2014 to contribute for the 2013 tax year. So call today.

* Guarantees are based on the claims-paying ability of Church Life Insurance Corporation. Subject to surrender charges and withdrawal fees if surrendered within 7–10 years.
After the second anniversary of the contract, you can convert (or annuitize) through Church Life and begin receiving a steady stream of annuity payments without incurring any 
surrender charges. May be subject to the Internal Revenue Code provisions including modified adjusted gross income limits.

† May be subject to surrender fees in certain states if annuitant dies within the first two years.

Like most annuity contracts, Church Life’s annuity contracts contain exclusions, limitations, reductions of benefits and terms for keeping them in force. For complete details  
of coverage, including exclusions, limitations and restrictions, please consult the actual annuity contract. Products and features may not be available in all states.

Please note that this material is provided to you for informational purposes only and should not be viewed as investment, tax, legal or other advice. Be sure to consult your  
personal professional advisor for additional guidance. In any conflict between the descriptions of products contained herein and the terms of the life insurance policies or  
annuity contracts, the terms of the life insurance policies or annuity contracts shall govern.

20140001 (1/16)  Policy Form Series: 1003A0405, 1003B0405, 1003C0405, 1004A0405,
10401 (1/14) 1003A0209NY, 1004A0209NY, 1003A0612, 1004A0612



Dear Friends,

The Church Pension Fund (CPF) is pleased to provide this 2014 Clergy Tax Guide, the fifteenth 
edition of a customized Episcopal document, to assist you in the preparation of your federal 
income tax returns. Tax laws and regulations affecting clergy have become extremely complex. 
Whether or not you prepare your own tax returns, it is essential that you understand the special 
tax rules pertaining to clergy. If another person prepares your tax returns, it is important that he 
or she study this publication as well.

In addition to providing the information contained in this tax guide, we have arranged for  
Nancy Fritschner, a CPA and former trustee of CPF, and the Rev. Canon William Geisler, a CPA 
and regular lecturer on clergy and church tax issues, to be available by phone to answer your tax 
questions. You may call them at any time, using the toll-free 877 numbers listed on the following 
page, for answers to questions about your personal tax issues or those of your church. Please note 
that the service these individuals will provide is of an informational nature. It should not be 
viewed as tax, legal, financial or other advice. You must contact your tax advisor for assistance 
in preparing your tax returns or for other advice relating to your situation.

As part of CPF’s efforts to be wise stewards of the financial resources entrusted to us, as well 
as to conserve natural resources, we have provided the 2014 Clergy Tax Guide online via a 
downloadable, searchable PDF format. Simply go to www.cpg.org/taxpubs. Your accountant or 
tax advisor can access this publication there, too.

Of course, we realize that some people still prefer printed copies, and so we are also providing 
those “on demand.” To request a printed copy, go to www.cpg.org/taxpubs and click Request a 
printed copy or call (866) 802-6333. We hope all this will be helpful to you as you prepare your 
2013 tax returns.

Faithfully,

Mary Kate Wold 
CEO and President

Mary Kate Wold
CEO and President

19 East 34th Street 
New York, NY 10016 
(800) 223-6602



Tax Questions?
It is easier to prevent tax problems than to correct them

Call us for assistance with:
• Tax return preparation questions

• Compensation packages for new positions

• Housing allowance explanations

• Advantages of reimbursable expense allowances

• Saving through the RSVP program

• Tax considerations before retirement

• Tax considerations after retirement

Nancy Fritschner, CPA 
phone: (877) 305-1414

The Rev. Canon William F. Geisler, CPA 
phone: (877) 305-1415



An Important Message from the Editors

The editors of the tax guide are pleased to bring you this fifteenth edition of our publication. We trust that it has proven 
helpful to you over the years in your tax planning and filing of returns.

This tax guide includes changes you should be aware of during this filing season, including those changes resulting 
from the American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012. We want to call your special attention to a few points.

• The IRS standard mileage rate for 2013 was 56.5 cents per mile. It is 56 cents per mile for 2014.

•  Following the U.S. Supreme Court’s ruling to strike down a key part of the Defense of Marriage Act (DOMA), the 
U.S. Department of the Treasury and the Internal Revenue Service have ruled that “same-sex couples, legally 
married in jurisdictions that recognize their marriages, will be treated as married for federal tax purposes. The ruling 
applies regardless of whether the couple lives in a jurisdiction that recognizes same-sex marriage or a jurisdiction 
that does not recognize same-sex marriage.” 

•  On February 8, 2012, the Eleventh Circuit reversed a Tax Court ruling thereby holding that clergy may only claim one 
personal residence when applying the housing allowance. Please be sure to consult your tax preparer regarding 
your housing allowance. 

•  Please note that the November 21, 2013 U.S. District Court ruling against the Clergy Housing Allowance specifically 
stated that its decision would not become effective until all appeals are resolved. Consequently there is no change 
to the clergy housing allowance benefit at this time.

•  If you are a retired or disabled cleric, be advised that, every year, the Board of Trustees of The Church Pension Fund 
(CPF) formally designates your clergy pension benefits from plans sponsored by CPF (including distributions from 
The Church Pension Fund Clergy Pension Plan (the Clergy Pension Plan) and The Episcopal Church Retirement 
Savings Plan (RSVP) as a housing allowance, subject to all limits and restrictions under Section 107 of the Internal 
Revenue Code. For more information, consult the “Housing Allowance” section of this guide, beginning on page 11, 
and the CPF Form B on page 52.

•  Please consider asking a professional tax preparer to help you with your tax returns. The tax laws become more 
complex every year. You can reduce the cost of such help by preparing your records for the tax preparer’s use. 
Even your editors use other CPAs to prepare their own returns.

•  Please note that this guide reflects the tax laws in effect as of January 1, 2014 and will not be updated to reflect 
any changes in the laws that occur after January 1, 2014. As such, it is important that you consult your tax advisor 
before preparing your tax return.

•  You probably will benefit from calling one of us when preparing a letter of agreement or planning for retirement. 
Remember that it is usually easier to prevent tax problems than to correct them.

Sincerely,

 
Matthew K. Chew, CPA

 
The Rev. Canon William F. Geisler, CPA

Nancy N. Fritschner, CPA
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How to Use This Guide

The 2014 Clergy Tax Guide is intended to familiarize clergy 
in The Episcopal Church with all the latest filing require-
ments for their 2013 federal income tax returns. It gives 
special attention to several forms and schedules and the  
sections of each form or schedule most relevant to ministers.

The 2014 Clergy Tax Guide contains the following sections:

Getting Started
This section offers answers to frequently asked questions, 
lists tax highlights for 2013 and 2014, and gives tips on 
how to find a competent tax professional. Also included 
are some special notes for new clergy and special notes 
for those receiving a pension from The Church Pension 
Fund Clergy Pension Plan (Clergy Pension Plan).

Special Rules for Ministers
This section answers two important tax questions for  
ministers (as summarized below):

Q.  Who is a minister for federal tax purposes?
A. In The Episcopal Church, the answer is relatively simple: 
bishops, priests, and deacons working for The Episcopal 
Church in any capacity must file as ministers.

Q. Are ministers employees or self-employed for federal 
income tax purposes?
A. The answer is sometimes a source of confusion,  
because ministers are both: most are employees for  
federal income tax purposes and all are self-employed  
for Social Security purposes.

Also included in “Special Rules for Ministers” is a four-step 
summary of how to go about paying your taxes.

Step-by-Step Tax Return Preparation
This section gives detailed explanations of the most  
common tax forms and schedules used by ministers. This 
step-by-step material serves informational purposes only, 
and does not represent any suggestion on the part of our 
authors — or of The Church Pension Fund — that you 
try filing your tax return yourself, i.e., without the assis-
tance of a tax professional. In practice, our tax guide has 
made quite the opposite impression upon our users over 
the years. The more that ministers learn about the special 
complexities they face under current federal income tax 
and Social Security guidelines, the more convinced they 
become to seek competent professional tax assistance.

Comprehensive Examples and Sample Forms
This section offers three sample tax returns for:

1. a rector and spouse,

2. a retired minister and spouse,

3. a retired single minister

Please note that this guide is provided to you for informational purposes only, and should not be viewed as tax, 
legal, financial, or other advice. If tax, legal, financial, or other expert assistance is required, seek the services 
of a competent professional.



Getting Started

Preliminary Q&A
To help get you started with your 2013 federal income 
tax return, here are answers to some frequently asked 
questions:

Q. Must ministers pay federal income taxes?
A.  Yes. Ministers are not exempt from paying federal  

income taxes.

Q.  How much income must I earn to be required to file  
a tax return?

A.  Generally, ministers are required to file a federal income 
tax return if they have earnings of $400 or more. 

Q.  Can I use the simpler Forms 1040-A or 1040-EZ rather 
than the standard Form 1040?

A. Most ministers must use the standard Form 1040.

Q. What records should I keep?
A.  You should keep all receipts, canceled checks and 

other evidence to prove amounts you claim as deduc-
tions, exclusions or credits.

Q.  What is the deadline for filing my federal income  
tax return?

A. April 15, 2014.

Q. What if I am unable to file my tax return by the deadline?
A.  You can obtain an automatic six-month extension (from 

April 15 to October 15, 2014) to file your 2013 Form 1040  
if you file Form 4868 by April 15, 2014, with the IRS 
service center for your area. Your Form 1040 can be filed 
at any time during the six-month extension period. An 
extension only relieves you from the obligation to file your 
return; it is not an extension of the obligation to pay your 
taxes. Therefore, you must make an estimate of your tax 
for 2013 and pay any balance due with your Form 4868.

Q. Should I prepare my own tax return?
A.  Given the complexities of federal tax law, most ministers 

would be prudent to obtain professional tax assistance.

Finding a Tax Professional
If you decide to seek professional tax assistance, here are 
some tips that may help you find a competent professional:

•  Ask other ministers in your community for their recom-
mendations.

• Ask your diocesan finance officer for recommendations.

•  If possible, use a tax preparer who is familiar with the 
rules that apply to clergy.

•  Ask local tax professionals whether they have worked 
with ministers and, if so, how many.

•  Ask local tax professionals a few questions to test their 
familiarity with ministers’ tax issues. For example, ask 
whether ministers are employees or self-employed for 
Social Security. Anyone familiar with ministers’ taxes will 
know that ministers always are self-employed for Social 
Security with respect to their ministerial duties. Or, ask a 
tax professional if a minister’s church salary is subject to 
required income tax withholding. The answer is no, and 

anyone familiar with ministers’ taxes should be able to 
answer this question.

If your tax preparer needs a copy of this 2014 Clergy Tax  
Guide, please support The Church Pension Fund’s “Go  
Green” campaign to save paper (and money) by consulting  
the online (pdf) version available at www.cpg.org/taxpubs.

Tax Highlights for 2013 and 2014
The following tax developments will affect clergy tax 
reporting at least through 2013 and, in some cases, beyond:

1.  Housing Allowance ruling. The November 21, 2013  
U.S. District Court ruling that declared the clergy 
housing allowance to be unconstitutional also 
specifically stated that its decision would not be 
effective until all appeals (including the Court of 
Appeals and the Supreme Court) are resolved. 
Meanwhile, the tax benefits of the housing allowance 
will remain unchanged. Go to www.cpg.org for 
updates on this ruling.

2.  Business mileage rate. The IRS standard business 
mileage rate was 56.5 cents per mile for business 
miles driven during 2013. The standard business 
mileage rate for 2014 is reduced to 56 cents per mile.

3.  Income tax brackets. Across-the-board tax rate 
increases scheduled for 2013 were repealed. Instead, 
the new law permanently retains the 10%, 15%, 25%, 
28%, 33% and 35% individual income tax rates. 
However, the top tax rate of 35% is boosted to a 39.6% 
rate for single filers with income above $400,000 and 
joint filers with income above $450,000.

4.  Permanently extend long-term capital gains and 
qualifying dividend rates. Under prior law, the long-
term capital gains and qualifying dividend rates for 
taxpayers below the 25% tax bracket was equal to 
0%. For those in the 25% bracket and above, the 
long-term capital gains and qualifying dividend rates 
were 15%. These rates expired at the end of 2012. 
For 2013, the long-term capital gains and qualifying 
dividend rates for taxpayers below the 25% bracket is 
0%. For those in the 25% bracket and above, the rate 
remains 15%. However, for those taxpayers in the top 
tax bracket of 39.6%, the rate is increased to 20%.

5.  Permanently extend 2001 modifications to child 
tax credit. Generally, taxpayers with income below 
certain threshold amounts may claim the child tax 
credit to reduce federal income tax for each qualifying 
child under the age of 17. In 2001, Congress increased 
the credit from $500 to $1,000 and expanded 
refundability. The amount that may be claimed as 
a refund was 15% of earnings above $10,000. The 
American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012 permanently 
extends these provisions for taxable years beginning 
after December 31, 2012.

The 2014 Tax Guide for Episcopal Ministers 2
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6.  Permanently extend the dependent care credit. 
The dependent care credit allows a taxpayer a credit 
for an applicable percentage of child care expenses 
for children under 13 and disabled dependents. The 
maximum amount of eligible expenses is $3,000 for 
one child and $6,000 for two or more children. The 
American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012 permanently 
extends the changes to the dependent care credit. 

7.  Temporarily extend “third-child” earned income 
tax credit. Under prior law, working families with 
two or more children qualified for an earned income 
tax credit equal to 40% of the family’s first $12,570 
of earned income. In 2009, Congress increased the 
earned income tax credit to 45% for families with three 
or more children and increased the beginning point 
of the phaseout range for all married couples filing a 
joint return (regardless of the number of children) to 
lessen the marriage penalty. The American Taxpayer 
Relief Act of 2012 extends for five additional years, 
through 2017, the 2009 expansions that increased 
the earned income tax credit for families with three or 
more children and increased the phaseout range for 
all married couples filing a joint return. 

8.  Education Tax Breaks

 •  Coverdell Education Savings Accounts. Coverdell 
Education Savings Accounts are tax-exempt savings 
accounts used to pay the qualified education expenses  
of a designated beneficiary. The annual contribution 
amount for a designated beneficiary is $2,000 for 2013 
and 2014. The definition of qualified education expenses 
includes elementary and secondary school expenses. 

 •  Employer-provided Education Assistance. For 2013,  
2014 and forward, an employee may exclude from 
taxable income up to $5,250 per year of employer- 
provided education assistance. This incentive applies 
to undergraduate and graduate-level education. 

 •  American Opportunity Tax Credit. The American 
Opportunity Tax Credit is available for up to $2,500 
for qualified higher education expenses paid during 
a taxable year per student. This credit is available 
through 2017. Taxpayers can receive a tax credit 
based on 100% of the first $2,000 of tuition and 
related expenses and 25% on the next $2,000 of 
those expenses paid during the taxable year. This 
tax credit is subject to a phase-out for single filers 
with a modified adjusted gross income of more than 
$80,000 or $160,000 for joint filers. Forty percent 
of this credit is refundable for individuals with no 
income tax liability. This credit is available for four 
tax years of higher education expenses per student.

 •  Lifetime Learning Credit. The Lifetime Learning 
Credit is available for 20% of qualified education 
expenses up to $10,000 for the taxpayer, the 
taxpayer’s spouse and/or their dependents. This 
credit is available for 2013, 2014 and forward. For 
2013, the credit is subject to a phase-out for single 
filers with a modified adjusted gross income of more 
than $53,000 or $107,000 for joint filers. This is a 

nonrefundable credit and can only be used to offset 
taxable federal income tax. 

 •  Above-the-line deduction for qualified tuition 
and related expenses. Under prior law, taxpayers 
could claim an above-the-line tax deduction for 
qualified higher education expenses. The maximum 
deduction was $4,000 for taxpayers with AGI of 
$65,000 or less ($130,000 for joint returns) or $2,000 
for taxpayers with AGI of $80,000 or less ($160,000 
for joint returns). The American Taxpayer Relief Act 
of 2012 extends the deduction to the end of 2013.

9.  Permanent alternative minimum tax (AMT) patch. 
Under prior law a taxpayer received an exemption 
of $33,750 (individuals) and $45,000 (married filing 
jointly) under the alternative minimum tax (AMT). Prior 
law also did not allow non-refundable personal credits 
against the AMT. The American Taxpayer Relief Act 
of 2012 increased the exemption amounts for 2012 
to $50,600 (individuals) and $78,750 (married filing 
jointly) and for future years indexes the exemption 
and phase-out amounts for inflation. For 2013, the 
exemption amounts were $51,900 (individuals) and 
$80,800 (married filing jointly). The Act also allows non-
refundable personal credits against the AMT. These 
changes are effective for taxable years beginning after 
December 31, 2011. 

10.  Deduction of state and local general sales taxes. 
The American Taxpayer Relief Act of 2012 extends 
for two years (through 2013) the election to take an 
itemized deduction for state and local general sales 
taxes in lieu of the itemized deduction permitted for 
state and local income taxes.

11.  Tax-free distributions from individual retirement 
plans (“IRAs”) for charitable purposes. In 2013, a 
taxpayer was allowed to make tax-free distributions 
to a charity from an IRA of up to $100,000 per taxable 
year but only if the distribution was a direct transfer 
from a custodian of the account to the charity. 
Distributions were eligible for the exclusion only if 
made on or after the date the IRA owner attained age 
70½ and only to the extent that the distribution would 
have been includible in gross income (without regard 
to this provision). This provision expired effective 
December 31, 2013.

 12.  Dollar limit on 403(b). The dollar limit on annual 
elective deferrals an individual may make to a 403(b) 
retirement plan is $17,500 for 2013 and 2014.

13.  Catch-up limit on 403(b). The catch-up contribution 
limit on elective deferrals to a 403(b) retirement plan for 
individuals who had attained age 50 by the end of the 
year was $5,500 in 2013. It remains at $5,500 for 2014.

14.  Working during retirement. Many churches employ 
persons who are receiving Social Security benefits. 
Persons younger than full retirement age may have 
their Social Security retirement benefits reduced if they 
earn more than a specified amount. Full retirement 
age (the age at which you are entitled to full retirement 
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benefits) for persons born in 1943–1954 is 66 years. 
In the year you reach full retirement age, your monthly  
Social Security retirement benefits are reduced by $1 for  
every $3 you earn above a specified amount ($3,340 
per month for 2013 and $3,450 for 2014). No reduction 
in Social Security benefits occurs for income earned in 
the month full retirement age is attained (and all future 
months). Persons who begin receiving Social Security 
retirement benefits prior to the year in which they reach 
full retirement age will have their benefits reduced by $1 
for every $2 of earned income in excess of a specified  
amount. For 2013 this amount is $15,120; for 2014 
it is $15,480. For more information on your situation,  
contact the Social Security Administration.

15.  Inflation adjustments. For 2013, the following three 
inflation adjustments took effect: 

 •  The amounts of income you need to earn to boost 
you to a higher tax rate were adjusted for inflation. 

 •  The value of each personal and dependency exemp-
tion, available to most taxpayers, increased to $3,900.

 •  The new standard deduction is $12,200 for married 
couples filing a joint return, and $6,100 for singles and 
married individuals filing separately. Nearly two out of  
three taxpayers take the standard deduction, rather 
than itemizing deductions, such as mortgage interest, 
charitable contributions and state and local taxes.

16.  Church-related Schedule C income. Some clergy 
earn Schedule C income from work for a church or 
church entity. Such clergy may be eligible to contribute 
to a 403(b) plan (e.g., the RSVP).

17.  Withdrawals from RSVP. Before you make any with-
drawals (including required minimum distributions) from 
the RSVP, be sure to contact Fidelity to inform them 
that you are a member of the clergy and are eligible to 
take the distribution as a clergy housing allowance. Ask 
them to mark the taxable amount as “undetermined.” 

18.  Supreme Court “DOMA” Decision. In 2013 the 
United States Supreme Court struck down a provision 
in the Defense of Marriage Act (“DOMA”) that had 
defined marriage for purposes of federal law as a union 
between a man and woman. The Court’s invalidation 
of DOMA means that the definition of “marriage” for 
purposes of federal law includes same-sex as well as 
opposite-sex couples legally married in jurisdictions 
that recognize their marriages. Following the Supreme 
Court’s decision, the U.S. Department of the Treasury 
and the Internal Revenue Service announced that 
same-sex couples, legally married in jurisdictions that 
recognize their marriages, will be treated as married 
for federal tax purposes. The ruling applies regardless 
of whether the couple lives in a jurisdiction that 
recognizes same-sex marriage or a jurisdiction that 
does not recognize same-sex marriage. The ruling 
does not apply to registered domestic partnerships, 
civil unions or similar formal relationships recognized 
under state law. Check with your tax preparer about 
rules pertaining to your state tax filings, given that 
some states have complied with the federal ruling.

19.  Extension of Ministry. Although clergy who work 
in non-church organizations and have successfully 
completed The Church Pension Fund’s Extension of 
Ministry process may pay assessments on their non-
church work into the Clergy Pension Plan, the Extension 
of Ministry designation does not automatically qualify 
them for a clergy housing allowance exclusion. 

20.  Mortgage debt forgiveness. Qualified principal 
residence debt forgiveness of up to $2,000,000 as 
excluded from taxable income expires after 2013. 

21.  Personal Mortgage Insurance. Individuals who are 
paying mortgage insurance premiums on their primary 
residence, also known as Personal Mortgage Insurance 
(PMI) may be able to deduct these amounts as qualified 
residence interest if they itemized their deductions for 
2013 and have adjusted gross income (AGI) of under 
$110,000. This provision expires after 2013.

22.  Employer-provided commuting expenses. For 2013, 
the exclusion for employer-provided reimbursement 
for van pooling and mass transit passes is $245 
per month, reduced in 2014 to $130 per month. The 
exclusion for parking costs is $245 per month in 2013 
and $250 for 2014. The exclusion for bicycle costs is 
$20 per month.

23.  Affordable Care Act. In addition to the various 
provisions discussed above, new taxes also took effect 
January 1, 2013 as a result of The Patient Protection 
and Affordable Care Act:

 •  Additional hospital insurance tax on high-income 
taxpayers. The employee portion of the hospital 
insurance tax, normally 1.45% of covered wages 
for FICA purposes and 2.90% for self-employed 
earnings for SECA purposes, is increased by 0.9% 
on wages and self-employed earnings that exceed 
a threshold amount. The additional tax is imposed 
on the combined wages and self-employed earnings 
of both the taxpayer and the taxpayer’s spouse, in 
the case of a joint return. The threshold amount for 
this additional tax is $250,000 in the case of a joint 
return or surviving spouse, $125,000 in the case 
of a married individual filing a separate return and 
$200,000 for all others, including single taxpayers.

 •  Medicare tax on investment income. An addi-
tional tax on individuals equal to 3.8% will apply 
to unearned income; specifically the lesser of the  
individual’s net investment income for the year or the 
amount by which an individual’s modified adjusted 
gross income (AGI) exceeds a threshold amount. The 
threshold amount for this additional tax is $250,000 
in the case of a joint return or surviving spouse, 
$125,000 in the case of a married individual filing a 
separate return and $200,000 for all others, includ-
ing single taxpayers. Net investment income means 
investment income reduced by deductions properly 
allocable to that income. Investment income includes 
income from interest, dividends, annuities, royalties 
and rents, and net gain from disposition of property, 
other than such income derived in the ordinary course 
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of a trade or business. However, income from a trade 
or business that is a passive activity is included in 
investment income.

 •  Medical care itemized deduction threshold. 
The threshold for the itemized deduction for 
unreimbursed medical expenses has increased from 
7.5% of AGI to 10% of AGI for regular income tax 
purposes. This is effective for all individuals, except, 
in the years 2013−2016, if either the taxpayer or the 
taxpayer’s spouse has turned 65 before the end of 
the tax year, the increased threshold does not apply 
and the threshold remains at 7.5% of AGI.

 •  Health flexible spending arrangement. Effective 
January 1, 2013, the maximum amount of salary 
reduction contributions that an employee may 
elect to have made to a health flexible spending 
arrangement for any plan year is reduced to $2,500.

Special Notes for New Clergy
Some of the tax tips that follow, intended specifically for 
new clergy, must be adopted before compensation is 
earned in any given year. In other words, they may not 
apply to your first year of reporting in 2013, but they will 
serve you well going forward.

•  When negotiating your contract as a new minister, make 
certain that a proper housing allowance resolution has 
been adopted by the vestry (or other governing body) 
before compensation payments begin.

•  Also when negotiating contracts, arrange for reimburs-
able expense plans for automobile and other necessary 
business expenses.

•  Begin personal retirement savings through a Section 
403(b) plan, such as The Episcopal Church Retirement 
Savings Plan (RSVP), as soon as possible. 

•  Discretionary funds are the property of your church  
employer. Be careful to use them only for proper purposes.  
You are accountable to the church for such funds.

•  Make certain your compensation details have been 
properly reported to The Church Pension Fund, and 
that regular payments are being made by your church 
employer to The Church Pension Fund for the required 
assessments.

Special Notes for Those Receiving Distributions 
from Plans Sponsored by The Church Pension Fund
Many retired clergy find it particularly advantageous to  
engage the services of a CPA, enrolled agent or tax attorney  
for regular help in tax planning and return preparation.  
As you will discover going through the special notes  
provided below, tax planning for retired ministers is tricky 
and complicated.

•  Pension benefits from any clergy plan sponsored by 
The Church Pension Fund are designated annually by 
the Board of Trustees of The Church Pension Fund as a 
housing allowance for federal income tax purposes. To the 
extent that these amounts are spent for qualified expenses 
for your primary residence, they may be excluded from  
tax, subject to the housing allowance limitations.

•  The total of all pensions received should be entered on 
line 16(a) on page one of Form 1040. The taxable portion 
(which includes the amount of any pension benefits from 
plans sponsored by The Church Pension Fund that are 
not being used for qualifying housing expenses) should 
be reported on line 16(b). You must enter a number — 
even if it is “0”— on line 16(b).

•  Earnings from ministerial services after retirement are also 
eligible for designation as housing allowance. Such  
designation should not be requested if your church pension  
is adequate to cover your qualified housing expenses.

•  Self-employment tax (SECA) is due on all earned 
income, even while drawing Social Security and pension 
benefits. Include any housing allowance and the fair 
rental value of a rectory or other housing provided. 
Failure to include the proper value of such housing 
could result in additional tax liabilities, plus interest and 
penalties. If this income is not reported, the statute of 
limitations on assessing tax adjustments may not apply.

•  Housing provided to ministers employed for a short time 
away from home (short time is generally considered to 
be a contract for one year or less) in some cases can be 
treated as a reimbursable business expense and not be 
subject to income tax or self-employment tax. Contracts 
for an indefinite period, or a specific period of more than 
one year, would not qualify for such exclusion. Such 
arrangements could result in moving your “tax home” 
(primary residence). Be very careful about the wording 
of interim ministry contracts.

•  Pensions are not earned income and therefore are not 
subject to self-employment tax (SECA).

•  It is unclear whether payments from a non-qualified 
deferred compensation plan are subject to SECA.

•  Moving expenses are not deductible unless you are 
moving at least 50 miles to a new, full-time position. See 
Form 3903. The costs of moving your furniture may be 
eligible for Section 107 exclusion under your housing 
allowance, subject to limits.

•  If you are covered by Medicare and accept a position that 
qualifies you for employer-provided medical insurance, it 
is important that you talk with a Medicare representative. 
It is likely that Medicare would expect the employer’s 
insurance to become your primary coverage. Likewise, 
when leaving such a position, it is again important that 
you contact Medicare to make sure you are properly 
covered.

•  If you are considering moving to a long-term care facility, 
make certain that they will give you a breakdown each 
year of the portions of your payments that represent the 
cost of housing, medical expenses and other items. It 
is necessary to have such information to take proper 
advantage of your housing allowance and medical 
expense deductions on your income tax returns.

 Key Point
If you have questions, it is always better to call these 
tax lines before taking action:

Nancy N. Fritschner: (877) 305-1414

Bill Geisler: (877) 305-1415
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Special Rules for Ministers

Who is a Minister for Federal Tax Purposes?
 Key Point

The IRS has its own criteria for determining who is a 
minister for tax purposes.

In The Episcopal Church, only bishops, priests and dea-
cons (ordained ministers as opposed to lay ministers) 
meet the criterion for the IRS designation of “minister.”

Whether or not one qualifies as a minister for tax purposes 
is a very important question, since special tax and report-
ing rules apply to ministers under federal income tax law. 
These rules include:

1. eligibility for housing allowances;

2. self-employed status for Social Security purposes;

3.  exemption of wages from income tax withholding 
(ministers may use the quarterly estimated tax pro-
cedure to pay their taxes, unless they elect voluntary 
withholding). 

These special rules apply only with respect to compen-
sation for services performed in the exercise of ministry. 
Pay received for work done for organizations not legally 
related to the church may not qualify you as a minister. 
Work done in the church is considered “exercise of 
ministry,” no matter the nature of the work. Generally, 
work for non-church organizations must be primarily 
sacerdotal to qualify for the housing allowance. Pay for 
such work is subject to income tax and self-employment 
withholding.

 Example
John is a minister at his church. In addition, he works a 
second job for a secular employer. Assume that John 
qualifies as a minister for federal income tax purposes. 
Since his church duties constitute services performed 
in the exercise of ministry, the church can designate 
a housing allowance for him. However, the secular 
employer cannot designate any portion of John’s 
compensation as a housing allowance, since this work 
would not be service in the exercise of ministry.

Are Ministers Employees or Self-employed for 
Federal Tax Purposes?
There is much confusion regarding this issue. Most 
Episcopal ministers are considered employees for 
federal income tax purposes under the tests currently 
used by the IRS and the courts, and should receive IRS 
Forms W-2 from their churches or employers reporting 
their taxable incomes. However, all ministers are self-
employed for Social Security purposes (with respect to 
services they perform in the exercise of their ministry).

 Key Point
Avoid confusion about your tax status by recognizing 
that ministers have a dual tax status. For federal 
income taxes, they ordinarily are employees, but for 
Social Security purposes they are self-employed 

with regard to services performed in the exercise of 
ministry. These two rules are summarized under two 
headings in this section of the 2014 Clergy Tax Guide: 
“Income Taxes: Ministers as Employees” and “Social 
Security: Ministers as Self-Employed.”

Income Taxes: Ministers as Employees
For federal income tax reporting, most Episcopal 
ministers are employees under the test currently used by  
the IRS. This means that they should receive Forms W-2 
from their churches at the end of each year (rather than 
Forms 1099). Many ministers who are employees of a 
local church are self-employed for other purposes, such 
as weddings and funerals for individual members of 
their churches or guest speaking appearances in other 
churches

 Example
Bob is a minister at Grace Church. He is an employee 
for federal income tax reporting purposes with respect 
to his church salary. However, he is self-employed with 
respect to honoraria he receives for speaking in other 
churches and for compensation church members 
give him for performing personal services such as 
weddings and funerals. The church issues Bob a 
Form W-2 reporting his church salary. Bob reports this 
amount as wages on line 7 of Form 1040. He reports 
his compensation from self-employment activities on 
Schedule C.

 Key Point
Most ministers will be better off being treated as 
employees, since the value of various fringe benefits 
will be tax-free, the risk of an IRS audit is substantially 
lower and reporting as an employee avoids the 
additional taxes and penalties that often apply to self-
employed ministers who are audited by the IRS and 
reclassified as employees.

 Tax Savings Tip
Ministers and other church staff members should 
carefully review their Forms W-2 to ensure that the 
forms properly report the income actually received.  
If an error was made, the church should issue a 
corrected tax form (Form W-2c).

The Tax Court Test. The United States Tax Court has 
issued two rulings addressing the correct tax reporting 
status of ministers. In both cases the court applied a 
seven-factor test for determining whether a minister is 
an employee or self-employed for federal income tax 
reporting purposes. These seven factors are:

1.  the degree of control exercised by the employer over 
the details of the work;

2.  which party (employer or employee) invests in the 
facilities used in the work;

3. the opportunity of the individual for profit or loss;
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4.  whether the employer has the right to discharge the 
employee;

5.  whether the work is part of the employer’s regular 
business;

6. the permanency of the relationship;

7.  the relationship the parties (employer/employee) 
believe they are creating.

Most ministers will be employees under this test.

Social Security: Ministers as Self-Employed
Ministers are deemed to be self-employed by law with 
respect to services performed in the exercise of ministry 
— even if their income is reported as an employee by their 
church using IRS Form W-2. This is an absolute rule — 
no exceptions! All ministers must complete Schedule SE 
(to Form 1040) for all earned income from the church.

 Key Point
While most ministers are employees for federal income 
tax reporting purposes, all ministers are self-employed 
for Social Security purposes (with respect to services 
they perform in the exercise of their ministry). In other 
words, ministers are not subject to Social Security and 
Medicare tax withholding, even though they report their 
income taxes as employees and receive a Form W-2  
from their church. Rather, they pay the “self-employ-
ment tax” (SECA).

 Key Point
Ministers who work after they retire must pay SECA on 
their wages (unless they exempted themselves from 
Social Security as a minister and they are employed in 
a ministerial capacity).

 Key Point
Ministers who work at secular jobs will be treated as 
lay people in their secular employment.

 Key Point
Remember that you must include the fair rental value, 
furnished, plus utilities, of church-owned housing and 
the cash paid as housing allowance in calculating your 
self-employment income.

 Key Point
Some denominations allow their clergy to elect out of 
Social Security as a conscientious objection to receipt 
of social insurance. The Episcopal Church does not 
support this option on theological grounds.

Some Episcopal ministers have opted out of Social 
Security without realizing that they do not qualify 
for the exemption. It should be noted that, when 
signing a Form 4361, a minister must attest to its 
accuracy under penalty of perjury. A decision to opt 
out of Social Security is irrevocable. Clergy who opt 
out of Social Security, especially those who have 
vested benefits with Social Security from previous 
employment outside the church, may be subject 
to the Windfall Elimination Provision (WEP). Go to  
www.irs.gov and Publication 963 for more information.

 Key Point
A minister’s opposition must be to accepting benefits 
under Social Security (or any other public insurance 
program). Economic considerations, or any other non-
religious considerations, are not a valid basis for the 
exemption, nor is opposition to paying the self-employ-
ment tax.

How Do Ministers Pay Their Taxes?
 Key Point

Ministers must prepay their income taxes and self-
employment taxes using the estimated tax procedure, 
unless they have entered into a voluntary withholding ar-
rangement with their church. Any voluntary withholding 
arrangement may include enough to cover both income 
tax and SECA, although the employer should report 
the total amount withheld as income tax.

 Key Point
Ministers who report their income taxes as employees 
can request that their employing church voluntarily  
withhold income taxes from their wages. Simply  
furnish the church with a completed Form W-4 (with-
holding allowance certificate). Since ministers are not 
employees for Social Security purposes, the church 
must not withhold the employee’s share of Social 
Security and Medicare taxes. However, ministers can 
request on Form W-4 that an additional amount of 
income tax be withheld to cover their estimated 
self-employment tax liability for the year. The excess  
income tax withheld can be applied against the  
minister’s self-employment tax liability. Such with-
holding must be reported as income tax withheld on 
Form W-2.

Estimated income and self-employment taxes must be 
paid in quarterly installments. If your estimated taxes 
paid for the current year are less than your actual income 
and self-employment taxes, you may have to pay an 
underpayment penalty. You can change your estimated 
tax payments during the year if your circumstances 
change. 

You will need to make estimated quarterly tax payments 
for 2014 if you expect to owe at least $1,000 in tax for 2014 
after subtracting your withholding and credits and if you 
expect your withholding and credits to be less than the 
smaller of:

• 90% of the tax to be shown on your 2014 tax return, or

• 100% of the tax shown on your 2013 tax return, or

• 110% if adjusted gross income exceeds $150,000.
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Four Steps: Paying Your Taxes
The four-step procedure for reporting and prepaying 
estimated taxes for 2014 is summarized below.

Step 1.  Obtain a copy of IRS Form 1040-ES for 2014, 
before April 15, 2014. You can obtain forms by 
calling the IRS toll-free forms hotline at (800) TAX-
FORM or (800) 829-3676, or from the IRS website: 
www.irs.gov.

Step 2.  Compute your estimated tax for 2014 using the 
Form 1040-ES worksheet.

Step 3.  Pay one-fourth of your total estimated taxes for 2014  
in each of four quarterly installments as follows:

For the period  Due date

January 1 – March 31 April 15, 2014

April 1 – May 31  June 16, 2014

June 1 – August 31  September 15, 2014

September 1 – December 31 January 15, 2015

If the due date for making an estimated tax payment falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday, the payment will 
be on time if it is postmarked on the next day that is not 
a Saturday, Sunday or legal holiday. You must send each 
payment to the IRS, accompanied by one of the four 
payment vouchers contained in Form 1040-ES.

 Key Point
Most clergy will find it easier to have tax withheld and 
reported on the Form W-2 (for work-related income) 
or withheld from the pension and reported on the  
Form 1099-R from The Church Pension Fund (if retired). 
New retirees should reduce their withholding by the  
SE (self-employment) tax owed for work in the prior 
year. If managing this withholding procedure is difficult 
for your parish, you might consider a professional 
payroll service.

Step 4.  Compute actual taxes at the end of the year. After 
the close of 2014, compute your actual tax liability  
on Form 1040. Only then will you know your  
actual income, deductions, exclusions and credits.  
If you overpaid your estimated taxes (that is, if actual  
taxes computed on Form 1040 are less than all 
of your estimated tax payments plus any with-
holding), you can elect to have the overpayment  
credited against your first 2015 quarterly estimated  
tax payment or spread it out in any way you 
choose among any or all of your next four quarterly 
installments. Alternatively, you can request a refund 
of the overpayment. If you underpaid your estimated 
taxes (that is, if your actual tax liability exceeds 
the total of your estimated tax payments plus any 
withholding), you may have to pay a penalty.
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Step-by-Step Tax Return Preparation

Tax Forms and Schedules
This step-by-step analysis covers these forms and 
schedules:

Form 1040 is the basic document you will use. It sum-
marizes all of your tax information. Details are reported on 
supplementary schedules and forms.

Schedule A is for itemized deductions for medical and  
dental expenses, taxes, interest, contributions, casualty 
and theft losses and miscellaneous items. Some expenses  
related to ministerial income may also be deducted on 
Schedule A. 

Schedule B is for reporting dividend and interest income.

Schedules C and C-EZ are for reporting your income 
and expenses from business activities you conduct other 
than in your capacity as an employee. Examples would 
be fees received for guest speaking appearances in 
other churches or fees received directly from members 
for performing personal services, such as weddings and 
funerals.

Schedule SE is for Social Security taxes due on your 
self-employment income and on your salary and housing 
allowance as an employee of the church, if you are an 
ordained minister.

These forms and schedules, along with others, are 
included in the illustrated examples beginning on page 34 
of this guide. They are the ones most commonly used by 
ministers, but you may have a need for others. Forms are 
available on the IRS website, www.irs.gov. They may also 
be obtained at your local IRS office or by calling the IRS toll-
free forms hotline at (800) TAX-FORM or (800) 829-3676.

Form 1040
Step 1: Name and address
Print or type information in the spaces provided. If you are 
married filing a separate return, enter spouse’s name on line 3 
instead of below your name. If you filed a joint return for 2012 
and you are filing a joint return for 2013 with the same spouse, 
be sure to enter your names and social security numbers in 
the same order as on your 2012 return. If you plan to move 
after filing your return, use Form 8822 to notify the IRS of 
your new address. If you changed your name because of 
marriage, divorce, etc., be sure to report the change to the 
Social Security Administration (SSA) before filing your return. 
Enter your P.O. Box number only if your post office does not 
deliver mail to your home.

If you want $3 to go to the presidential election campaign 
fund, check the box labeled “yes.” Regardless of your 
answer, the amount of taxes you owe or the amount of 
refund you receive will not change.

Step 2: Filing status
Select the appropriate filing status from the five options listed 
in this section of the Form 1040.

 Key Point
Legally-married same-sex couples generally must file 
their 2013 federal income tax return using either the 
“married filing jointly” or “married filing separately” 
filing status. 

Step 3: Exemptions
If you claim a dependency exemption for a qualifying child, 
the child must be a United States citizen or resident, and 
meet the following five tests:

1.  Relationship test. The child must be your child 
(including an adopted child, stepchild, or eligible 
foster child), brother, sister, stepbrother, stepsister, or 
a descendant of any of them.

2.  Residency test. The child must have lived with you 
more than half of 2013. An exception applies, in certain 
cases, for children of divorced or separated parents.

3.  Age test. At the end of 2013, the child must be under 
age 19, or under age 24 and a student, or any age and 
permanently and totally disabled.

4.  Support test. The child must not have provided over 
half of his or her own support in 2013.

5.  Special test. If the child meets the rules to be a quali-
fying child of more than one person, you must be  
the person entitled to claim the child as a qualifying child.

To claim a dependency exemption for a qualifying relative, 
the relative must meet all of the following conditions:

1.  The person must be either your relative (which the IRS 
defines as a brother, sister, stepbrother, stepsister or 
a descendent of one of these relatives) or any other 
person (other than your spouse) who lived in your 
home all year as a member of your household. If the 
person is not your relative, your relationship must not 
violate local law.

2.  The person cannot be your qualifying child (see above) 
or the qualifying child of another person in 2013.

3.  The person must have gross income of less than 
$3,900. If the person is permanently and totally 
disabled, certain income from a sheltered workshop 
may be excluded for this purpose.

4.  You must have provided over half of the person’s 
support in 2013. Exceptions apply, in certain cases, 
for children of divorced or separated parents and for a 
person supported by two or more taxpayers.

The following conditions apply both to the qualifying child 
or qualifying relative exemptions:

1.  You cannot claim any dependents if you, or your 
spouse if filing jointly, could be claimed as a dependent 
by another taxpayer.

2.  You cannot claim a married person who files a joint 
return as a dependent unless that joint return is only a 
claim for refund and there would be no tax liability for 
either spouse on separate returns.
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3.  You cannot claim a person as a dependent unless 
that person is a U.S. citizen, U.S. resident alien, U.S. 
national or a resident of Canada or Mexico, for some 
part of the year.

For more information on dependents, see IRS Publication 501.

Step 4: Income
Several items of income are reported on lines 7 through 21. 
The most important of these (for ministers) are discussed 
below.

 Key Point
Some items, such as the housing allowance, are not 
reported as income. They are called exclusions and 
are explained below.

Line 7. Wages, salaries, tips, etc.
 Key Point

The amount reported on line 7 ordinarily will be the 
same as reported by the church as wages in Box 1 of 
the minister’s Form W-2.

As an employee, you should receive a Form W-2 from 
your church reporting your wages at the end of each 
year. Report this amount on line 7. Then, determine if this 
amount reflects all of your church earnings. If it does not, 
report the remaining income on line 21 as other income.

Besides a salary, ministers’ wages may include several 
other items, such as:

• bonuses;

•  the cost of sending the minister to the Holy Land (if paid 
by the church);

•  most Christmas and special occasion offerings to the 
minister;

• retirement payments made from church funds;

•  the portion of the minister’s Social Security tax paid by 
a church as an offset;

• the value of the personal use of a church-provided car;

• purchases of church property for less than fair market value;

•  reimbursements the church made for the minister’s 
moving expenses (but not if the minister meets the 
requirements of Form 3903);

•  church reimbursements of a spouse’s travel expenses 
incurred while accompanying a minister on a business trip 
(this represents income to the minister unless the spouse’s 
presence serves a legitimate business purpose and the 
spouse’s expenses are reimbursed under an accountable 
arrangement);

•  any funds of the church to which a minister has access 
(including the church’s discretionary funds) and which 
are taxable income to the minister, if the minister is not 
accountable to the church for the expenditures; 

•  personal expenditures from church funds, which, even if 
accounted for, are taxable income to the minister;

•  “below-market interest loans” to a minister of at least 
$10,000, which create taxable income to the minister;

•  forgiveness of a minister’s debt to the church, which creates 

taxable income to the minister;

• severance pay;

• payment by the church of a minister’s personal expenses;

•  business expense reimbursements paid under a “non-
accountable plan” (a non-accountable business ex-
pense reimbursement arrangement is one that does not 
require substantiation of business expenses, or does 
not require excess reimbursements to be returned to 
the church, or that reimburses expenses out of salary 
reductions);

•  imputed cost of group term life insurance coverage 
exceeding $50,000.

 Key Point
The value of group term life insurance provided by 
The Church Pension Fund for active clergy will, in 
most cases, exceed $50,000. Coverage in excess 
of $50,000 will produce imputed income. Additional 
coverage from the parish or diocese may also 
produce imputed income. The value of this imputed 
income should be included in Box 1 of your Form W-2. 
Any amounts not included on Form W-2 should be 
reported on Form 1040.

 Key Point
Housing equity allowance paid directly to cleric’s 
RSVP account should not appear in box 1.

If your church’s per diem rate for expenses exceeds 
the federal per diem rate for expenses, the excess 
must be reported as income in Box 1 of Form W-2. 
Refer to IRS Publications 463 and 1542 for additional 
information.

 Key Point
The IRS can assess intermediate sanctions in the form 
of a substantial excise tax against a minister who is 
an officer or director of his or her employing church, 
and in some cases against church board members, if 
the minister is paid an excess benefit. Excess benefits 
may occur if a church pays a minister an excessive 
salary, makes a large retirement or other special 
occasion “gift” to a minister, gives church property 
(such as a rectory) to the minister, or sells church 
property to the minister at an unreasonably low price. 
A rebuttable presumption arises that compensation is 
reasonable if it is approved by an independent board 
on the basis of “comparable data” or independent 
compensation surveys and the basis for the board’s 
decision is documented.

  Key Point
The IRS has ruled that “disqualified persons” receive 
“automatic” excess benefits resulting in intermediate 
sanctions, regardless of amount, if they use church 
assets (vehicles, homes, credit cards, computers, etc.) 
for personal purposes, or receive non-accountable 
expense reimbursements (not supported by adequate 
documentation of business purpose), unless such 
benefits are reported as taxable income by the church 
on the disqualified person’s Form W-2, or by the 
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disqualified person on his or her Form 1040, for the 
year in which the benefits are provided. A disqualified 
person is an officer or director of the employer, or a 
relative of such a person. The concept of automatic 
excess benefits will directly affect the compensation 
practices of most churches, and expose some 
ministers and church board members to intermediate 
sanctions.

If some of these items were not reported on your Form W-2,  
they still must be reported as income. Either have your 
church issue a “corrected” Form W-2 (Form W-2c) or 
report the items as other income on line 21. Be sure this 
oversight is addressed and corrected for future years. 

Items not reported on line 7.
Some kinds of income are not taxable. These items are 
called exclusions. Most exclusions apply in computing 
both income taxes and self-employment taxes. The hous-
ing allowance is an example of an exclusion that applies 
only to income taxes and not to self-employment taxes.

Some of the more common exclusions are detailed below:

1.  Gifts are excludable from taxable income so long 
as they are not in fact compensation for services 
performed. However, employers generally are not 
permitted to give tax-free gifts to employees.

2.  Life insurance proceeds and inheritances are excludable.

3.  Medical insurance premiums paid by an employer 
for employees (and their spouses and dependents) 
are excludable. This exclusion is not available to self-
employed individuals.

4.  Under Section 125, the Internal Revenue Code (“Tax 
Code”) permits employees to exclude from gross 
income any amounts received under an employer-
financed “accident and health plan” as payments 
for permanent injury or loss of bodily function or as 
reimbursements of medical expenses. The payments 
can be made on behalf of a spouse or dependent 
of the employee. This exclusion assumes that the 
employer has established an “accident or health 
plan.” Such a plan requires professional assistance to 
establish. Unfortunately, the requirements for such a 
plan are not specified in the Tax Code. Employers may 
reimburse employee medical expenses under either 
a self-insured plan (for example, reimbursements 
that are paid out of the employer’s own funds rather 
than through an insurance policy) or an insured plan. 
However, if reimbursements are made under a self-
insured plan, nondiscrimination rules apply. Generally, 
these rules require that the plan not discriminate in 
favor of highly compensated individuals with regard to 
either amount of benefits or eligibility to participate.

5.  Under Section 105, the Tax Code permits employers 
to reimburse employee medical expenses under either 
a self-insured plan (for example, reimbursements 
that are paid out of the employer’s own funds rather 
than through an insurance policy) or an insured plan. 
However, if reimbursements are made under a self-

insured plan, nondiscrimination rules apply. Generally, 
these rules require that the plan not discriminate in 
favor of highly compensated individuals with regard 
to either amount of benefits or eligibility to participate. 
For more information on health reimbursement 
arrangements, see Richard R. Hammar’s Church & 
Clergy Tax Guide.

6.  Pursuant to Section 106 of the Tax Code, it is  
permissible for an employee to reduce his or her  
taxable compensation by the amount of medical  
insurance premiums paid by the church, either directly 
or through reimbursement of premiums paid by the 
employee (this presumes that the church confirms, 
prior to the reimbursement, that the employee, in fact, 
paid the premiums).

7.  Employees may exclude from their taxable income a 
qualified tuition reduction provided by their employer. 
A qualified tuition reduction is a reduction in tuition 
charged to employees or their spouses or dependent 
children by an employer that is an educational institution.

8.  The value of free child-care services provided by a 
church to its employees is excluded from employees’ 
income so long as the benefit is based on a written 
plan that does not discriminate in favor of highly 
compensated employees. Other conditions may apply.

9.  Employees may exclude the cost of employer-provided 
group term life insurance so long as the amount of 
coverage does not exceed $50,000.

10.  Amounts paid by an employer for an employee’s 
tuition, fees and books may be excludable from the 
employee’s taxable income. The exclusion may not 
exceed $5,250 per year.

11.  Many of the exclusions are not available to employees 
who are either “highly compensated employees” or 
“key employees” if the same benefit is not available 
on a nondiscriminatory basis to lower-paid employees. 
For 2014, a highly compensated employee is an 
employee whose compensation for the previous year 
was in excess of $115,000.

There are four other exclusions that will be discussed sep-
arately — the housing allowance, tax-sheltered annuities 
(Section 403(b) Plans), qualified scholarships and sale of 
one’s home.

Housing Allowance
The clergy housing allowance exclusion represents a 
potential federal income tax exclusion for all clergy who 
are compensated by The Episcopal Church for their 
ministerial services. This exclusion also is applicable 
to most — though not all — state income taxes. Note, 
however, that the clergy housing allowance never is 
excluded from self-employment taxes. The rules for 
claiming a housing allowance vary depending on whether 
your housing is owned/rented or church-provided.

 Key Point
Surviving spouses of clergy are not eligible to claim 
the housing allowance exclusion for income they 
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receive from The Episcopal Church after the death 
of the cleric. However, income the cleric received 
from The Episcopal Church prior to the date of death 
is eligible to be excluded from income if used for 
qualified housing.

The housing allowance exclusion is the most important 
tax benefit available to ministers who own or rent their 
homes. Ministers who own or rent their home do not pay 
federal income taxes on the amount of their compensation 
that their employing church designates in advance as a 
housing allowance, to the extent that it:

• represents compensation for ministerial services;

•  does not exceed the compensation for ministerial services;

•  represents payment for actual qualified housing 
expenses (a list of which appears below):

•  does not exceed the formally designated housing 
allowance amount approved by your vestry in advance 
of payment of your compensation;

•  does not exceed the fair rental value of the home, 
furnished, plus utilities.

 Key Point
The last three bullets in the above list constitute 
the housing allowance “three-part test.” Clergy 
who work in The Episcopal Church are eligible to 
exclude a housing allowance that is the least of these 
three amounts: actual housing expenses; formally 
designated housing allowance approved by the vestry 
in advance of compensation; the fair rental value, 
furnished, plus utilities of the home.

 Key Point
To establish “fair rental value” for IRS documentation 
purposes, consider hiring a professional realtor who is 
familiar with your neighborhood to visit your home and 
give you a written appraisal of that value.

 Key Point
It is the responsibility of the cleric — not the church 
employer — to do the following: consult with a realtor 
to get a written appraisal of the fair rental value of the 
furnished home; establish the maximum allowable 
housing allowance (by adding utility costs to the 
realtor’s appraisal); and — based on those figures 
— recommend a housing allowance amount to the 
vestry. The vestry’s only responsibility is to vote its 
approval of that housing allowance designation and 
to document its action in the minutes of the meeting.

 Key Point
Only expenses incurred for the minister’s primary 
residence are eligible for the housing allowance 
exclusion. Please be sure to consult your tax preparer 
regarding your housing allowance.

Under no circumstances can a church designate a housing 
allowance retroactively.

Ministers who live in church-provided housing do not pay 
federal income taxes on the fair rental value of the housing. 
The fair rental value is not “deducted” from the minister’s 
income. Neither is it reported as additional income 
anywhere on Form W-2. However, the fair rental value of 
the housing (including utilities provided by the church) 
plus any cash housing allowance must be included in the 
self-employment tax computation.

Clergy in church-provided housing may request a formal 
housing allowance resolution that functions much like the 
one requested by clergy who own or rent, except that the 
cleric in church-provided housing should begin by asking 
a professional realtor for two written estimates: the fair 
rental value of the church-provided housing; and the value 
that his/her furnishings add to the fair rental value. It is this 
added-value figure that may be submitted to your vestry 
as your housing allowance resolution amount.

 Tax Savings Tip
Although this value-added housing allowance figure 
may not be as large as the housing allowance figure 
claimed by clergy who rent/own, it is nonetheless an 
important income tax benefit. Unfortunately many 
ministers in church-provided housing are not aware of 
this benefit and are not taking advantage of it.

 Key Point
Many ministers have obtained home equity loans or 
a conventional loan secured by a mortgage on their 
otherwise debt-free home and have claimed their 
payments under these kinds of loans to be qualified 
housing expenses that may count toward the fulfillment 
of their housing allowances. The Tax Court has ruled 
that this is permissible only to the extent that the loan 
proceeds were used for housing-related expenses.

 Key Point
Payment of debts secured by a mortgage on your 
home provides a significant part of the qualified 
expenses for the housing allowance exclusion. To 
enter retirement with this debt is a personal decision 
based on many financial and personal factors. Consult 
your tax preparer.

 Tax Savings Tip
Ministers should place the designation of a housing 
allowance for the next year on the agenda of a vestry 
meeting during the current year. The designation should 
be an official action, and it should be duly recorded in 
the minutes of the meeting. Newly employed clergy 
should make sure that this designation is part of the 
letter of agreement.

If a minister continues to work after retirement, the minister 
must pay self-employment tax on earnings, including a 
housing allowance, and/or the fair rental value, furnished, 
plus utilities, of a rectory.

Housing expenses that qualify toward fulfilling your 
housing allowance exclusion
Ministers who own or rent their homes should take the 
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following expenses into account when claiming their 
housing allowance exclusions (but remember that a 
housing allowance is nontaxable only to the extent that it 
does not exceed the lesser of actual housing expenses or 
the fair rental value of a minister’s home, furnished, plus 
utilities):

•  mortgage payments on a loan to purchase or improve 
your home (include interest, principal and mortgage 
insurance);

• rent for home, storage, garage; 

• real estate taxes;

• property insurance;

•  utilities (electricity, gas, water, cable TV excluding pay-
per-view, trash pickup, telephone charges and internet);

• furnishings and appliances (purchase and repair);

• structural repairs and remodeling;

• yard maintenance and improvements;

• maintenance items (pest control, etc.);

• homeowners association dues;

•  down payment on a home (but be advised that such 
an expense may not qualify all or in part if it is paid 
before the cleric has occupied the house as a primary 
residence).

Please note the following:

1.  The housing allowance designated by the church 
is not necessarily nontaxable. It is nontaxable (for 
income taxes) only to the extent that it is used to pay 
for housing expenses, and, for ministers who own 
their home, does not exceed the fair rental value of 
their home, furnished, plus utilities.

2.  A housing allowance must be designated in advance. 
Retroactive designations of housing allowances will 
not be recognized as valid by the IRS.

3.  Although many Episcopal institutions traditionally pass 
housing allowance resolutions at the end of one tax 
year in anticipation of the next, a housing allowance 
can be amended at any time during the year. However, 
an amendment that increases a housing allowance 
mid-year to take into account an unexpected increase 
in a cleric’s housing expenses is only effective 
prospectively. Also, remember that it serves no 
purpose to amend a housing allowance to an amount 
greater than the fair rental value of a minister’s home, 
furnished, plus utilities.

4.  Some ministers routinely designate the IRS-allowed 
upper limit (which is the fair rental value, furnished, 
plus utilities) as their housing allowances, even in those 
years that actual housing expenses may not attain that 
figure. Their reasoning is simple: if unexpected housing 
expenses should occur, this maximum allowable 
amount will cover them; if actual expenses do not 
reach the claimed amount, then the excess should 
be included in the total on Form 1040, line 7; on the 
dotted line next to line 7, enter “excess housing” and 
the amount. However, not all ministers are comfortable 

with claiming the maximum amount and then adjusting 
line 7 every year; this seems especially true for clerics 
whose actual housing expenses tend to be very low. 
Consider consulting a tax professional to determine a 
housing allowance strategy that works best for you.

5.  If the housing allowance designated by the church 
exceeds the amount of qualified housing expenses 
that can be claimed, the excess housing allowance 
must be included in the total on Form 1040, line 7, with 
the words “excess housing” and the amount noted on 
the dotted line next to line 7.

6.  The housing allowance exclusion is an exclusion 
for federal income taxes only. Ministers must add 
the housing allowance as income in reporting self-
employment taxes on Schedule SE (unless they are 
exempt from self-employment taxes).

 Example
St. Luke’s Church designated $20,000 of Donald’s 
2013 compensation as a housing allowance. Donald’s 
housing expenses for 2013 were utilities of $2,000, 
mortgage payments of $8,000, property taxes of 
$4,000, insurance payments of $1,000, repairs of 
$1,000 and furnishings of $1,000. The fair rental value 
of the home (including furnishings) is $12,000. Donald’s 
housing allowance is nontaxable in computing income 
taxes only to the extent that it is used to pay housing 
expenses and does not exceed the fair rental value of 
his home, furnished, plus utilities. Stated differently, 
the nontaxable portion of a housing allowance is the 
least of the following three amounts:

 •  the housing allowance designated by the church 
($20,000);

 •  actual housing expenses ($17,000);

 •  the fair rental value of the home, furnished ($12,000) 
plus utilities ($2,000) for a total of $14,000.

  In this case, the lowest of these three amounts is the 
fair rental value of the home, furnished, plus utilities 
($14,000), and so this represents the nontaxable 
portion of Donald’s housing allowance. Donald must 
report the difference between this amount and the 
housing allowance designated by his church ($6,000) 
on line 7 of Form 1040.

 Example
Same facts as the previous example, except that 
the church designated $12,000 of Donald’s salary 
as a housing allowance. The lowest of the three 
amounts in this case would be $12,000, the church 
designated housing allowance, and so this represents 
the nontaxable amount. Note that Donald’s actual 
housing expenses were more than the allowance, and 
so he was “penalized” because of the low allowance 
designated by his church.

 Example
Yvonne owns a home and incurs housing expenses 
of $12,000 in 2013. These expenses include mortgage 
principal and interest, property taxes, utilities, 
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insurance, and repairs. The church designated (in 
advance) $12,000 of Yvonne’s 2013 compensation 
as a housing allowance. Yvonne is able to itemize 
expenses on Schedule A (Form 1040). She is able 
to claim itemized deductions on Schedule A for both 
her mortgage interest and her property taxes, even 
though her taxable income was already reduced by 
these items because of their inclusion in the housing 
allowance. This is often referred to as the “double 
deduction.” In reality, it represents an exclusion and 
a deduction.

 Example
In preparing his income tax return for 2013, Harry 
discovers that his church failed to designate a housing 
allowance for him for 2013. He asks his vestry to pass a 
resolution retroactively granting the allowance for 2013. 
Such a resolution is ineffective, and Harry will not be 
eligible for any housing allowance exclusion in 2013.

 Key Point
The Sarbanes-Oxley Act makes it a federal crime 
to knowingly falsify any document with the intent to 
influence “the investigation or proper administration of 
any matter within the jurisdiction of any department 
or agency of the United States… or in relation to or 
contemplation of any such matter or case,” and this 
provision contains no exemption for churches or 
ministers. It is possible that the “backdating” of a 
vestry resolution to qualify for a housing allowance for 
the entire year violates this provision in the Sarbanes-
Oxley Act, exposing the vestry and minister to a fine 
or imprisonment. Even if the minister’s action does not 
violate the act, it may result in civil or criminal penalties 
under the Tax Code.

 Warning
If you are sharing the expenses of your principal 
residence with someone who is not your legal spouse 
according to federal law, you are entitled to claim an 
exclusion only for your portion of those expenses. 
State laws may vary. 

 Tax Savings Tip
The IRS may recognize designations included in 
employment contracts and budget line items — 
assuming in each case that the designation was duly 
adopted in advance by the church.

 Key Point
Expenditures for a potential primary residence, such as 
a down payment and other costs, may not qualify if the 
minister still lives in another house. You should consult 
with your tax preparer or advisor before taking action.

How much should your housing allowance be? 
 Key Point

The housing allowance should be based on an estimate 
of the fair rental value of the house, furnished, plus 
utilities. In the case of clergy living in church-provided 
housing, the resolution should be based on how much 

their furnishings add to the fair rental value of the 
housing.

 Key Point
The housing allowance is available only if these 
conditions are met:

1.  the recipient is a minister for tax purposes (as defined 
above); and

2.  the allowance is compensation for services performed 
in the exercise of ministry within The Episcopal Church.

 Warning
Please note that, although clergy who work in non-
church organizations and have successfully completed 
The Church Pension Fund’s Extension of Ministry 
process may pay assessments on their non-church 
work into the Clergy Pension Plan, the Extension of 
Ministry designation does not automatically qualify 
them for a clergy housing allowance exclusion. 

 Key Point
Three things that parishes and vestries may not know 
about housing allowances:

1.  parishes and vestries should not be in the business 
of determining the housing allowances for their 
ministers;

2.  vestries should approve the housing allowance that 
each minister recommends (as long as it does not 
exceed that minister’s compensation);

3.   approving a housing allowance resolution costs the 
parish nothing.

Churches sometimes neglect to designate a housing 
allowance in advance of a new calendar year. For example, 
a church may discover on March 1, 2014, that it has failed 
to designate a housing allowance for 2014. It is not too 
late to act. The church should immediately designate a 
portion of its minister’s remaining compensation in 2014 
as a housing allowance. This unfortunate problem can be 
avoided by stipulating in each annual housing allowance 
designation that the allowance shall be for the current 
year and for all future years unless otherwise provided. 
If such a resolution had been adopted sometime before 
2014, it would not matter that the church neglected to 
designate a minister’s 2014 allowance until March of 2014, 
since the previous designation would have “carried over.” 
Such “safety net” designations are not a substitute for 
annual housing allowances. Rather, they provide a basis 
for claiming a housing allowance if a church neglects to 
designate one.

Interim Clergy
Many active and retired clergy serve in interim positions 
that are far enough removed from their primary residences 
to require relocation. If such a position continues for one 
year or less, then the original home continues to be the 
primary residence for housing allowance purposes.

Active clergy may request the vestry of the interim 
church to designate a portion of their compensation as 
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housing allowance based on their primary residence. In 
such cases the housing at the interim location will be 
treated as reimbursable business expenses rather than 
as compensation. Per diem meal allowances also will 
be excluded from compensation and reimbursed as a 
business expense. However, if the interim position is for 
an indefinite period or lasts for more than one year (even 
one day longer), the interim residence will be considered 
the primary residence for tax purposes from the first day 
in the position. Housing allowance will then be based 
solely on housing costs at the new location and will not 
be eligible for reimbursable “out of town” living expenses.

Similar provisions apply to retired clergy serving in interim 
positions except that, since they are receiving pensions 
from the Clergy Pension Plan, they must look first to 
their pensions for the housing allowance benefit. Only 
if their pension is not enough to cover their allowable 
housing expenses may they request that a portion of their 
compensation be designated as housing allowance.

Two Examples of Vestry Housing Resolutions:

Sample housing allowance resolution for a minister who 
owns or rents his home.

The following resolution was duly adopted by the vestry 
of Christ Church at a regularly scheduled meeting held 
on December 13, 2013, a quorum being present:

Whereas, the Reverend Samuel Johnson is compen-
sated by Christ Church exclusively for the services as 
a minister of the gospel; and

Whereas, Christ Church does not provide Fr. Johnson 
with a rectory, therefore, it is hereby

Resolved, that the total compensation paid to Fr. 
Johnson for calendar year 2014 shall be $50,000 of 
which $15,000 is hereby designated to be a housing 
allowance; and it is further

Resolved, that the designation of $15,000 as a housing 
allowance shall apply to calendar year 2014 and all 
future years unless otherwise provided.

Sample housing allowance resolution for a minister who 
lives in a church-provided rectory.

The following resolution was duly adopted by the vestry 
of Grace Church at a regularly scheduled meeting held 
on December 13, 2013, a quorum being present:

Whereas, the Reverend John Smith is compensated by 
Grace Church exclusively for services as a minister of 
the gospel; and

Whereas, Grace Church provides Fr. Smith with rent-
free use of a church-owned rectory as compensation 
for services that he renders to the church in the exercise 
of his ministry; and

Whereas, Fr. Smith incurs expenses for living in church-
provided housing; therefore it is hereby

Resolved, that the annual compensation paid to Fr. 
Smith for calendar year 2014 shall be $50,000, of which, 
$5,000 is hereby designated to be a housing allowance 
pursuant to Section 107 of the Internal Revenue Code, 
and it is further

Resolved, that the designation of $5,000 as a housing 
allowance shall apply to calendar year 2014 and all 
future years unless otherwise provided by the vestry; 
and it is further

Resolved, that as additional compensation to Fr. Smith 
for calendar year 2014 and for all future years unless 
otherwise provided for by this vestry, Fr. Smith shall be 
permitted to live in the church-owned rectory located 
at 123 Main Street, and that no rent or other fee shall 
be payable by Fr. Smith for such occupancy and use.

 Key Point
Remember: churches cannot designate a housing 
allowance retroactively. A housing allowance may be 
increased during the year for the balance of the year, 
but it should not exceed the current fair rental value, 
furnished, plus utilities.

 Key Point
The IRS has announced that retired ministers are 
eligible for a housing allowance exclusion if the 
following conditions are satisfied:

•  a portion of a retired minister’s pension income is 
designated as a housing allowance by the church 
pension board of a denominational pension fund;

•  the retired minister has severed his or her relationship 
with the local church and relies on the fund for a 
pension.
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The Church Pension Fund designates all retirement 
benefits paid to ministers (through the Clergy Pension 
Plan, as well as the RSVP) as housing allowance. It is 
the responsibility of the minister to determine the eligible 
housing expenses. (See CPF Form B, page 52 of this 
booklet.)

The self-employment tax does not apply to any retirement 
benefits received by a minister (except possibly retirement 
benefits paid from a non-qualified deferred compensation 
plan). Self-employment tax does apply to earned income, 
including the value of housing, if provided after retirement.

Keep in mind that your housing allowance is not counted 
as income when figuring federal income taxes but is 
included in figuring Social Security (SECA) on all earned 
income.

Tax-Sheltered Annuities: Section 403(b) Plans
Pre-tax salary deferrals and employer contributions made 
to a 403(b) plan are not reportable income for income tax 
purposes, subject to contribution limits.

 Key Point
The Church Pension Fund offers a 403(b) plan, the 
RSVP, to ordained employees of The Episcopal Church. 
For more information, contact us at (866) 802-6333 
Monday – Friday, 8:30AM – 8:00PM ET.

Contribution limits
For 2013, total annual additions (employer contributions, 
salary reduction, and tax-paid contributions) cannot 
exceed the lesser of 100% of your compensation 
(excluding a minister’s housing allowance) or $51,000. 
This figure increases to $52,000 for 2014. This rule is 
known as the “section 415(c) limit.” If your annual addition 
exceeds this limit, then the excess amount plus earnings 
must be distributed and included in gross income. The 
effect of excess contributions depends on the type of 
excess contribution. The distributed excess amount may 
not be rolled over to another 403(b) plan or to an IRA. 
Excess contributions can result in income tax, additional 
taxes, and penalties. Note that you can continue to fund 
your 403(b) plan at any age from current church-earned 
income. 

For purposes of determining the limits on contributions 
under section 415(c) of the Internal Revenue Code, 
amounts paid to an employee minister, as a tax-free 
housing allowance, may not be treated as compensation 
pursuant to the definitions of compensation under section 
1.415-2(d) of the income tax regulations.

Salary reduction contributions, Section 402(g)
In addition to the section 415(c) limit there is an annual 
limit on elective deferrals. The limit applies to the total of 
all elective deferrals contributed (even if contributed by 
different employers) for the year on your behalf to a variety 
of retirement plans, including 403(b) plans, such as the 
RSVP sponsored by The Church Pension Fund. Generally, 
you cannot defer more than an allowable amount each 

year for all plans covering you. If you defer more than the 
allowable amount for a tax year, you must include the 
excess in your taxable income for that year. The dollar 
limit on annual elective referrals is $17,500 for 2013 and 
2014. 

 Key Point
Church employees can make a special election that  
allows their employer to contribute up to $10,000 for 
the year, even if this is more than 100% of your com-
pensation. The total contributions over your lifetime 
under this election cannot be more than $40,000. 
Note that this option currently is not available under 
the RSVP.

The limit on elective deferrals increases for individuals 
who have attained age 50 by the end of the year. The 
additional amount that may be made is the lesser of:

1. the “applicable dollar amount”; or

2.  the participant’s compensation for the year reduced 
by any other elective deferrals of the participant for  
the year.

The applicable dollar amount is $5,500 for 2013 and 
2014. Catch-up contributions are not subject to any 
other contribution limits and are not taken into account in 
applying other contribution limits.

Qualified Scholarships
 Key Point

Qualified scholarships are excludable from taxable 
income.

Only amounts received as a qualified scholarship by 
a candidate for a degree may be excluded from gross 
income. A qualified scholarship is any grant amount that, 
in accordance with the conditions of the grant, is used for 
tuition and course-related expenses. Qualified tuition and 
related expenses are those used for:

1.  tuition and fees required for the enrollment or 
attendance at an educational institution or

2.  fees, books, supplies, and equipment required for 
courses of instruction at the educational institution.

The scholarship need not specify that it is to be used 
only for qualified tuition and related expenses. All that is 
required is that the recipient use the scholarship for such 
expenses and that the scholarship does not specify that 
it is to be used for non-qualified expenses (such as room 
and board).

 Key Point
Amounts paid by a church for the education of a 
minister or other church employee cannot be treated 
as a nontaxable scholarship if paid “as compensation 
for services.”

Any amount received in excess of the qualified tuition and 
related expenses (such as amounts received for room and 
board) is not eligible for this exclusion.
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Any amount received that represents payment for teach-
ing, research, or other services required as a condition 
for receiving a qualified scholarship cannot be excluded 
from gross income. In addition, amounts paid by a church 
for the education of a minister or other church employee 
cannot be treated as a nontaxable scholarship if paid “as 
compensation for services.”

 Example
St. Anne’s establishes a scholarship fund for seminary  
students. Robert is a member who is pursuing a  
master’s degree at a seminary. The church votes to 
award him a scholarship of $1,500 for 2014. As long 
as Robert uses the scholarship award for tuition or 
other course-related expenses, he need not report it 
as income on his federal income tax return, and the 
church need not issue him a 1099-MISC. The better 
practice would be for the church to stipulate that the 
scholarship is to be used for tuition or other course-
related expenses (for example, fees, books, supplies), 
or for the church to pay the expenses directly to the 
educational institution. This will ensure that the schol-
arship does not inadvertently become taxable income 
because its specific use was not designated and the 
recipient used it for non-qualified expenses.

Sale or exchange of your principal residence
For sales of principal residences the following rules 
apply: An individual taxpayer can exclude up to $250,000 
($500,000 if married and filing a joint return) of gain realized 
on the sale or exchange of a principal residence. To be 
eligible for the exclusion, the taxpayer must have owned 
and used the residence as a principal residence for at least 
two of the five years ending on the sale or exchange. A 
taxpayer who failed to meet these requirements by reason 
of a change of place of employment, health or certain  
unforeseen circumstances could exclude an amount 
equal to the fraction of the $250,000 ($500,000 if married 
and filing a joint return) equal to the fraction of the two 
years that the ownership and use requirements were met.

 Key Point
The death of a spouse may give the surviving spouse 
a stepped-up basis in the cost of the house.

Any gain from the sale or exchange of a principal 
residence allocated to periods of non-qualified use is 
not excluded from gross income. The amount of gain 
allocated to periods of non-qualified use is the amount 
of gain multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of which 
is the aggregate periods of non-qualified use during the 
period the property was owned by the taxpayer, and the 
denominator of which is the period the taxpayer owned 
the property.

A period of non-qualified use means any period (not 
including any period before January 1, 2009) during which 
the property is not used by the taxpayer or the taxpayer’s 
spouse or former spouse as a principal residence. For 
purposes of determining periods of non-qualified use, the 
following are not taken into account:

1.  any period after the last date the property is used 
as the principal residence of the taxpayer or spouse 
(regardless of use during that period), and

2.  any period (not to exceed two years) that the taxpayer 
is temporarily absent by reason of a change in 
place of employment, health or certain unforeseen 
circumstances.

Line 8a. Taxable interest. Attach Schedule B 
if required 
Complete this line only if you had taxable interest income. 
If you had taxable interest income of more than $1,500, 
complete parts I and III of Schedule B. Report tax-exempt 
interest income on line 8b.

Line 9a. Ordinary dividends. Attach Schedule B 
if required 
Complete this line only if you had dividend income. If you 
had dividend income of more than $1,500, complete parts 
II and III of Schedule B. Report qualified dividend income 
on line 9b.

Line 10. Taxable refunds, credits or offsets of state and  
local income taxes 
If you took the itemized deduction on your 2012 taxes, you 
will need to complete the state and local tax worksheet 
to determine whether you need to report this as income 
for 2013. If you took the standard deduction, you do not 
include this amount.

Line 11. Alimony received
If you receive alimony payments, you will need to report 
them as taxable income. Child support payments are not 
taxable and should not be listed here.

Line 12. Business income or loss. Attach Schedule C 
or C-EZ
Complete this line only if you have any net earnings from 
self-employment activities. These include:

• compensation reported to you on a Form 1099-MISC;

•  fees received directly from church members for 
performing personal services (such as marriages and 
funerals);

•  honoraria you received for guest speaking appearances 
in other churches.

If you received income from any of these kinds of activities, 
compute your net earnings on Schedule C or C-EZ and 
transfer this amount to line 12. Most ministers may use the 
simpler Schedule C-EZ if several conditions are met. See 
the instructions to Schedule C-EZ for details.

Line 13. Capital gain or loss. Attach Schedule D
Complete this line only if you have any gains or losses from 
the sale of capital assets. These include stocks, bonds 
and property. Gain or loss is reported on Schedule D.

Line 14. Other gains or losses
Use this line if you sold or exchanged assets that were 
used in a business.
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Line 15b. IRA distributions taxable amount
Enter the taxable portion of your IRA distributions on this 
line. There are many types of distributions on multiple 
types of IRA accounts, including traditional, ROTH, 
SEP (simplified employee pension) or SIMPLE (savings 
incentive match plan for employees). Many are eligible for 
an exception to immediate taxation (such as rollovers from 
one IRA to another). If your distribution fits one of these 
exceptions, you will use box 15a for the gross distribution 
and box 15b for any taxable portion. Review IRS 
Publication 590, “Individual Retirement Arrangements” 
to get a better understanding of the taxability of these 
distributions. Consult your tax advisor.

Line 16a. Pensions and annuities
The retirement benefits you receive from the Clergy 
Pension Plan, Section 403(b) plans, such as the RSVP, 
and other deferred compensation, are reportable under 
federal and some state income tax laws. At your direction, 
The Church Pension Fund will withhold federal tax from 
your pension benefits. The 1099-R form you receive from 
Northern Trust (the agent for the Clergy Pension Plan) or 
from Fidelity Investments (the agent for the RSVP) reports 
to the IRS the gross amount of the pension benefits and 
any amount withheld for income taxes. 

Line 16b. Pensions and annuities taxable amount
The Board of Trustees of The Church Pension Fund 
annually designates 100% of the clergy retirement and 
disability benefits from plans sponsored by The Church 
Pension Fund (e.g., the Clergy Pension Plan and the 
RSVP) as a qualified housing allowance. Consistent with 
that designation, if you are a minister, the 1099-R will show 
that the taxable amount of the pension income is “not 
determinable.” If you are a retired or disabled minister, you 
may exclude all or a portion of your pension or disability 
income from your gross income reported on line 16a of 
Form 1040 if:

1.  you can document that the monies were actually spent 
on housing-related expenses during the tax year, and

2.  the amount excluded does not exceed the fair market 
rental value of the home, furnished, plus utilities.

A copy of The Church Pension Fund Form B, which 
documents the formal housing allowance resolution 
passed annually by the Board of Trustees of The Church 
Pension Fund, may be found on page 52 of this guide. 

 Warning
Do not report any pension income as earned income 
in computing self-employment taxes. If you are using 
a computer program to prepare your taxes, be sure 
that it does not treat the nontaxable portion of your 
pension as being subject to the self-employment tax. 
Some programs will do so if you report the exclusion 
as a housing exclusion rather than as nontaxable 
pension.

 Key Point
Surviving spouses are not entitled to exclude any 
portion of their benefits as housing allowance.

 Warning
Before you make any withdrawals (including required 
minimum distributions) from the RSVP, be sure to 
contact Fidelity to inform them that you are a member 
of the clergy and are eligible to take the distribution 
as a clergy housing allowance. Ask them to mark the 
taxable amount as “undetermined.”

 Key Point
All of the pension income reported on your Form 1099-R  
must be reported on line 16a. The taxable portion — 
even if “0” — must be reported on line 16b.

Some portion of your pension may be attributable to 
pension contributions you paid personally. If you paid 
pension contributions personally, you may be entitled 
to an exclusion of part of the pension benefits as your 
investment in the pension contract. See IRS Publication 
571 for more information.

Taxation of distributions from a 403(b) plan
Amounts you contribute through salary reduction, and 
the earnings attributable to these contributions, generally 
cannot be withdrawn before you reach age 59½, separate 
from service, die or become disabled. In some cases of 
hardship, you may withdraw your own salary reduction 
contributions (but not the earnings on these) prior to 
the occurrence of any of the above events. In addition, 
if amounts are distributed prior to your reaching age 59½, 
you will be assessed an additional tax of 10% of the amount 
which is includable in income (computed on Form 5329), 
unless one of the following exceptions applies: 

1.  The distributions are part of a series of substantially 
equal periodic payments made over your life or the 
lives of your beneficiaries, and after you separate from 
service.

2.  The distributions are made after you separate from 
service on or after age 55.

3.  The distributions do not exceed the amount of unre-
imbursed medical expenses that you could deduct for 
the current year.

4.  The distributions are made after your death, or after you  
become disabled.

5.  The distributions are made to an alternate payee 
pursuant to a qualified domestic relations order.

 Warning
Failure to meet scheduled payments of loans from 403(b)  
accounts will turn the remainder of any loans into  
taxable income.

Line 20a. Social Security benefits
 Key Point

Individuals who receive Social Security retirement, 
disability or survivor benefits may have to pay taxes 
on a portion of their benefits.

If you received Social Security benefits other than 
Supplemental Security Income benefits (SSI) in 2013, part 
of the amount you received may be taxable. If you received 
Social Security benefits during 2013, you will receive 
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(before January 31, 2014) Form SSA-1099 showing the 
amount of benefits you received. In determining whether 
or not your Social Security benefits received in 2013 are 
taxable, consider the following rules:

1.  In general, if the only income you received during 
2013 was your Social Security benefits, your benefits 
probably will not be taxable and you probably will not 
have to file a return.

2.  If you received other income in addition to Social 
Security benefits in 2013, your benefits generally will 
not be taxable unless your income is over a certain 
amount.

3.  Your Social Security benefits generally are not taxable 
if your “provisional income” (adjusted gross income 
plus tax-exempt interest and some other forms of 
tax-exempt income plus half of your Social Security 
benefits) received during the year is less than $25,000, 
if you are single, or $32,000 if you are married and file 
a joint return. Use the provisional income worksheet in 
the Form 1040 Instructions. Your provisional income is 
considered $0 if you are married, filing separately.

4.  If your provisional income (defined above) received 
during the year is more than $25,000 but less than 
$34,000 if you are single, or more than $32,000 but 
less than $44,000 if you are married and file a joint 
return, some of your Social Security benefits are 
taxable. You are taxed on the lesser of:

 • half of your Social Security benefits, or

 •  half of the amount by which your total income 
exceeds $25,000 (if you are single) or $32,000 (if you 
are married and file jointly).

5.  If your provisional income (defined above) received 
during the year is more than $34,000 if you are single, 
or more than $44,000 if you are married and file a joint 
return, up to 85% of your benefits may be subject to tax.

6.  Although the Social Security Administration has never 
officially addressed the issue, it is likely that a minister’s 
housing allowance and/or rectory provided count as 
earnings for the purposes of the annual earnings tests.

 Warning
Persons younger than full retirement age who are 
receiving Social Security benefits may have their 
Social Security retirement benefits reduced if they 
earn more than a specified amount. Consult your tax 
advisor.

Line 20b. Social Security taxable amount
After completing the Social Security Benefits Worksheet, 
enter any taxable amount of your Social Security on this line.

Line 21. Other income. List type and amount
 Recommendation

If you have other income to report on line 21, consider 
enclosing an explanation of your other income with 
your Form 1040 or print a brief explanation in the space 
provided next to line 21. This will help to avoid confusion, 
particularly if the entries on line 21 include income 
subject to SECA and income not subject to SECA.

Complete this line only if you have other income, such as 
the following:

•  imputed income from group term life insurance coverage 
not included on Form W-2;

•  the amount by which your church-designated housing 
allowance exceeds the lower of your actual expenses, 
or the fair rental value of your housing, furnished, plus 
utilities, if not reported on line 7;

•  a canceled debt or a debt paid for you by another 
person (unless the person who canceled or paid your 
debt intended it to be a gift);

•  the fair market value of a free tour you receive from a 
travel agency for organizing a group of tourists (in some 
cases this may be reported on Schedule C);

• most prizes and awards; 

•  taxable distributions from a Health Savings Account 
(HSA) or Archer MSA.

Step 5: Adjustments to income
You may deduct certain adjustments from gross income 
in computing your adjusted gross income. Report the 
adjustments on lines 23 through 36 of Form 1040. The most 
relevant adjustments to ministers are summarized below.

Line 23. Educator expenses
This benefit was restored through 2013 for up to $250. 

Line 24. Certain business expenses of reservists,  
performing artists and fee-basis government officials
Some expenses incurred by Episcopal ministers who 
serve as reservist chaplains may be eligible for this 
deduction. See Form 2106 if you believe you may qualify.

Line 25. Health savings account deduction
You may be able to take this deduction if you made 
personal contributions to your Health Savings Account in 
2013. Complete Form 8889 and attach to Form 1040.

Line 26. Moving expenses
 Key Point

Allowable moving expenses apply only to those 
who are moving from one job to another. Allowable 
moving expenses do not apply to those moving to 
their retirement homes without a full-time job. The 
relocation allowance of the church pension is not a 
moving expense reimbursement.

If your “allowable moving expenses” are not reimbursed 
by your employer, or they are reimbursed under a non-
accountable plan, compute your moving expense 
deduction on Form 3903, and report your deduction on 
line 26. If your employer reimburses your allowable moving 
expenses under an accountable plan, the reimbursements 
are not reported by the employer as taxable income, 
and you have no deduction to report on line 26. To be 
an accountable plan, your employer’s reimbursement 
arrangement must require you to meet all three of the 
following rules:

1.  your expenses would have been deductible had you 
paid them yourself;
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2.  you must adequately account to your employer for these 
expenses within a reasonable period of time; and

3.  you must return any excess reimbursement or allow-
ance within a reasonable period of time.

Allowable moving expenses are expenses you incurred 
because of a change of jobs or your acceptance of a new 
job, if you satisfy the following conditions:

1.  Your new job location is at least 50 miles farther from 
your former home than your old job location.

 Example
If your old job was three miles from your former home, 
your new job must be at least 53 miles from that home 
(measured according to the shortest of the more 
commonly traveled routes between those points).

2.  You must work full-time for at least 39 weeks during 
the first 12 months after you arrive in the general area 
of your new job location. You do not have to work for 
one employer for the 39 weeks. However, you must 
work full-time within the same general commuting 
area. If you are married and file a joint return and both 
you and your spouse work full-time, either of you may 
satisfy the full-time work test. However, you may not 
combine your weeks of work.

3.  Your move must be closely related, both in time and 
place, to the start of work at your new job location. 
In general, moving expenses incurred within one 
year from the date you first reported to work are 
considered closely related in time to the start of work 
at the new location. It is not necessary that you make 
arrangements to work before moving to a new location, 
as long as you actually do go to work. If you do not 
move within one year, you ordinarily may not deduct 
the expenses unless you can show that circumstances 
existed that prevented the move within that time. A 
move is generally not closely related in place to the 
start of work if the distance from your new home to the 
new job location is greater than the distance from your 
former home to the new job location.

Deductible moving expenses include the following:
Moving your household goods and personal effects. You 
may deduct the cost of packing, crating and transporting 
your household goods and personal effects from your 
former home to your new one. You may also deduct the 
cost of storing and insuring household goods and personal 
effects within any consecutive 30-day period after the day 
your things are moved from your former home and before 
they are delivered to your new home.

Travel expenses. You may deduct the cost of transportation 
and lodging (but not meals) for yourself and members of 
your household while traveling from your former home to 
your new home. You may deduct expenses of only one 
trip to your new home. However, all of the members of 
your household do not need to travel together.

You may not deduct any of the following expenses as 
moving expenses: pre-move house-hunting expenses, 
temporary living expenses, the expenses of disposing of 

your former home and obtaining your new home, home 
improvements to help you sell your former home, loss on 
the sale of your former home, mortgage penalties, any part 
of the purchase price of your new home, meal expenses 
incurred while moving to your new home and real estate 
taxes. Use Form 3903 to compute the deduction.

As noted above, if your employer reimburses your allowable 
moving expenses under an accountable arrangement, the 
reimbursements are not reportable as taxable income to 
you, and there are no deductions to report.

Line 27. Deductible part of self-employment tax. 
 Key Point

Every minister who pays self-employment taxes on 
ministerial income qualifies for this deduction.

All ministers are self-employed for Social Security 
purposes with respect to their ministerial income. They 
can deduct half of their actual self-employment taxes 
as an adjustment on line 27 of Form 1040. Any other 
earnings subject to self-employment tax also qualify for 
this treatment.

Line 28. Self-employed SEP, SIMPLE and qualified plans
You may be eligible to deduct contributions for these 
plans from your self-employment income that is reported 
on Schedule C. Most Episcopal priests are considered 
employees for federal income tax purposes and cannot 
use this deduction. Your contributions to a 403(b) plan, 
such as the RSVP, are already deducted from your 
compensation before tax.

Line 29. Self-employed health insurance deduction
Taxpayers with Schedule C income may be able to deduct 
health insurance premiums, including qualified long-term 
care insurance, Medicare premiums and group medical 
insurance premiums paid on behalf of themselves and 
their dependents.

Line 32. Payments to an individual retirement  
account (IRA)
An individual retirement arrangement, or IRA, is a personal 
savings plan which allows you to set aside money for 
retirement, while offering you tax advantages. You can set 
up different kinds of IRAs with a variety of organizations, 
such as a bank or other financial institution, a mutual fund 
or a life insurance company. 
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The original IRA is referred to as a “traditional IRA.” 
A traditional IRA is any IRA that is not a Roth IRA or a 
SIMPLE IRA. You may be able to deduct some or all of 
your contributions to a traditional IRA. You may also be 
eligible for a tax credit equal to a percentage of your 
contribution. Amounts in your traditional IRA, including 
earnings, generally are not taxed until distributed to you. 
IRAs cannot be owned jointly. However, any amounts 
remaining in your IRA upon your death can be paid to your 
beneficiary or beneficiaries. 

To contribute to a traditional IRA, you must be under age 
70½ at the end of the tax year. You, or your spouse if you 
file a joint return, must have taxable compensation, such 
as wages, salaries, commissions, tips, bonuses or net 
income from self-employment. Compensation does not 
include earnings and profits from property, such as rental 
income, interest and dividend income, or any amount 
received as pension or annuity income, or as deferred 
compensation. 

For 2013, if you file a joint return and your taxable 
compensation is less than that of your spouse, the most 
that can be contributed for the year to your IRA is the 
smaller of the following two amounts: (1) $5,500 ($6,500 
if you are age 50 or older), or (2) the total compensation 
includible in the gross income of both you and your spouse 
for the year, reduced by your spouse’s IRA contribution 
for the year to a traditional IRA and any contributions for 
the year to a Roth IRA on behalf of your spouse. 

The maximum annual dollar contribution limit for IRA 
contributions is $5,500 for 2014. Also, the contribution 
limit for an individual who has attained age 50 before the 
end of the taxable year increases by $1,000.

All IRA contributions must be made by the due date of 
your tax return, not including extensions. This means that 
your 2013 IRA contribution must be made by April 15, 
2014, even if you obtain an extension for filing this return.

If you or your spouse were covered by an employer 
retirement plan at any time during 2013 and you made IRA 
contributions, your allowable IRA deduction may be less 
than your contributions. Even if your spouse is covered by 
an employer-sponsored retirement plan, you may be able 
to deduct your contributions to an IRA for 2013 if you were 
not covered by an employer plan and your adjusted gross 
income was less than $188,000 ($191,000 for 2014). 

Your allowable deduction may be reduced or eliminated, 
depending on your filing status and the amount of your 
income. The deduction begins to decrease (phase out) 
when your income rises above a certain amount and is 
eliminated altogether when it reaches a higher amount. 
(See IRS Publication 590.) The amounts vary depending 
on your filing status. The W-2 form you receive from your 
church or other employer has a box used to show whether 
you were covered for the year. The “Pension Plan” box 

should have a mark in it if you were covered. Employer 
retirement plans include 403(b) tax-sheltered annuities.

Figure your deduction using the worksheets in the 
instructions to Form 1040 or in Publication 590. 

Individuals who cannot claim a deduction for an IRA con-
tribution still can make non-deductible IRA contributions, 
subject to the lesser of $5,500 for 2013 or earned income 
limits. Earnings on these amounts continue to accumu-
late on a tax-deferred basis. When distributions are made 
from the IRA, special rules apply in figuring the tax on 
the distributions when both deductible and non-deduct-
ible contributions were made to the IRA. Form 8606 is 
used to designate a contribution as non-deductible and 
must be filed or the full amount of future withdrawals may  
be taxed. Withdrawals before age 59½ are subject to 
a 10% penalty tax that also applies to deductible IRA  
contributions.

Distributions from a traditional IRA are fully or partially 
taxable in the year of distribution. If you made only 
deductible contributions, distributions are fully taxable. 
Use Form 8606 to figure the taxable portion of withdrawals. 

Distributions made prior to age 59½ may be subject to a 
10% additional tax. You also may owe an excise tax if you 
do not begin to withdraw minimum distributions by April 1 
of the year after you reach age 70½. 

A Roth IRA differs from a traditional IRA in several 
respects. A Roth IRA does not permit a deduction at the 
time of contribution. Regardless of your age, you may be 
able to establish and make nondeductible contributions 
to a Roth IRA. You do not report Roth contributions on 
your tax return. To be a Roth IRA, the account or annuity 
must be designated as a Roth IRA when it is set up. Like 
a traditional IRA, a Roth IRA can be set up but there are 
limitations on the amount that can be contributed and 
the time of year that contributions can be made. You do 
not include in your gross income qualified distributions or 
distributions that are a return of your regular contributions 
from your Roth IRA. Refer to Publication 590 for additional 
information on Roth IRA(s).

For information on conversions from a traditional IRA to a 
Roth IRA, refer to Publication 590. No further contributions 
to a traditional IRA are permissible in the year you reach 
age 70½ or for any later year, and distributions from a 
traditional IRA must generally begin by April 1 of the year 
following the year in which you reach age 70½. However, 
you must receive at least a minimum amount for each year 
starting with the year you reach age 70½ (your “70½ year”). 
If you do not (or did not) receive that minimum amount 
in your 70½ year, then you must receive distributions for 
your 70½ year by April 1 of the next year. This means that 
you will have two required distributions in that year. 

Summarized below are a few important rules that pertain 
to IRAs.
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•  Taxpayers can make early withdrawals from an IRA 
to pay for qualified higher education expenses of the 
taxpayer or the taxpayer’s spouse, or the taxpayer’s or 
spouse’s child, grandchild, parent or other ancestor—
without triggering the 10% penalty that applies to 
early distributions from an IRA. 

•  Taxpayers can withdraw up to $10,000 from their IRA 
prior to age 59½ for first-time homebuyer expenses 
without triggering the 10% penalty that applies to 
premature distributions. 

•  Qualified charitable distributions of up to $100,000 
could be made from an IRA to a church or other 
charity in 2013. A qualified charitable distribution was 
any distribution from an IRA directly by the IRA trustee 
to a charitable organization, including a church, that 
was made on or after the date the IRA owner attains 
age 70½. Unless extended by Congress, this provision 
is not available in 2014 or future years.

 Example
A church has a senior pastor who is 52 years old, and 
a youth pastor who is 30 years old. The church does 
not participate in a retirement program for its staff. In 
2014 the senior pastor can contribute $6,500 to an 
IRA (maximum annual contribution of $5,500 plus a 
“catch-up” contribution of $1,000), and the youth 
pastor can contribute $5,500. 

 Key Point 
The “Pension Plan” box should have a mark in it if you 
were covered. Employer retirement plans include the 
Clergy Pension Plan and the RSVP. 

Line 33. Student loan interest deduction
You may be able to deduct up to $2,500 on qualified 
education loans if your income is below a certain threshold 
for your tax status. 

Line 34. Tuition and fees. Attach Form 8917
You may be eligible for this deduction for up to $4,000 if 
you paid qualified education expenses for yourself, your  
spouse or other dependents. See Form 8917 for more details.

 Tax Savings Tip
You may qualify for an even greater tax credit for these 
education expenses. Review the instructions and 
information for “Line 49. Education credits.”

Step 6: Adjusted Gross Income
Line 37. Compute adjusted gross income
Subtract your total adjustments (line 36) from your total 
income (line 22) to compute your adjusted gross income 
(line 37). Carry this amount to line 38 at the top of page 2 
of your Form 1040.

Step 7: Tax computation
Line 40. Itemized deductions (from Schedule A) or 
your standard deduction
Itemize your deductions on Schedule A only if they exceed 
the standard deduction for your filing status. On line 40 
you enter either your itemized deductions from Schedule 
A or a standard deduction amount. Itemized deductions 
are discussed under Schedule A, beginning on page 24 of 
this guide. For 2013, the standard deduction amounts are 
as follows:

Filing  Standard 
Status  Deduction Amount

single  $6,100

married filing jointly 
or qualifying widow(er) $12,200

married filing separately $6,100

head of household  $8,950

Line 42. Personal exemptions
The 2013 personal exemption amount is $3,900. Multiply 
this amount times the number of exemptions claimed on 
line 6 and enter the total on line 42. Personal exemptions 
are phased out for certain high-income taxpayers. 

The instructions to Form 1040 contain a worksheet that 
should be used to compute this reduced exemption 
amount.

Line 44. Compute tax
Most ministers can use the tax tables to determine their 
income taxes. Some higher income ministers must use 
the tax rate schedules (a spouse’s income is considered 
in deciding whether or not to use the tax rate schedules).

Step 8: Credits
Line 48. Credit for child and dependent care expenses. 
Attach Form 2441
Complete this line if you are eligible for a credit for child or 
dependent care expenses.

Line 49. Education credits
Using Form 8863 to do the computation, complete this 
line if you are eligible for the Lifetime Learning Credit or the 
American Opportunity Tax Credit. See tax highlight #8.

Line 50. Retirement Savings Contributions Credit 
(“Saver’s Credit”)
If you make eligible contributions to certain eligible 
retirement plans or to an individual retirement arrangement 
(IRA), you may be able to take a tax credit. The amount 
of the saver’s credit you can get is generally based on 
the contributions you make and your credit rate. Refer to 
Publication 590 or the instructions for Form 8880 for more 
information. If you are eligible for the credit, your credit 
rate can be as low as 10% or as high as 50%, depending 
on your adjusted gross income. The lower your income, 
the higher the credit rate; your credit rate also depends 
on your filing status. These two factors will determine 
the maximum credit you may be allowed to take. You are 
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not eligible for the credit if your adjusted gross income 
exceeds a certain amount. 

The credit is available with respect to elective deferrals to 
a 401(k) plan, a 403(b) annuity, a SIMPLE or a simplified  
employee pension (SEP), contributions to a traditional or 
Roth IRA and voluntary after-tax employee contributions  
to a 403(b) annuity or qualified retirement plan. The amount  
of the credit for 2013 is described in the following table.

Adjusted Gross Income
   Applicable 
Joint Returns Heads of Household All Other Cases Percentage

over

$0

$35,000

$38,500

$59,000

not over

35,000

38,500

59,000

---

over

$0

$26,625

$28,875

$44,250

not over

26,625

28,875

44,250

---

over

$0

$17,750

$19,250

$29,500

not over

17,750

19,250

29,500

---

50%

20%

10%

0%

For married couples filing jointly, each spouse is eligible for  
the credit. 

For more information about this credit, see IRS Form 8880 
and Publication 590.

Line 51. Child tax credit 
An individual may claim a tax credit for each qualifying 
child under the age of 17. The amount of credit per child is 
$1,000. A child who is not a citizen, national, or resident of 
the United States cannot be a qualifying child. A qualifying 
child is:

1.  a son, daughter, stepchild, foster child, brother, sister, 
stepbrother, stepsister or a descendant of any of 
them for example, (your grandchild, niece or nephew); 

2. who was under age 17 at the end of 2013; 

3.  did not provide over half of his or her own support for 
2013; 

4. lived with you for more than half of 2013;

5. is claimed as a dependent on your return; 

6. does not file a joint return for the year; and

7.  was a U.S. citizen, a U.S. national or a U.S. resident alien. 

You must reduce your child tax credit if either of the 
following exceptions applies:

1.  The amount on Form 1040, line 46; Form 1040A, line 
28; or Form 1040NR, line 44, is less than the credit. If 
this mount is zero, you cannot take this credit because 
there is no tax to reduce. But you may be able to take 
the additional child tax credit. 

2.  Your modified adjusted gross income (AGI) is above 
the following amounts: 

 • Married filing jointly: $110,000.

 •  Single, head of household or qualifying widow(er): 
$75,000.

 • Married filing separately: $55,000.

For most taxpayers, modified AGI is generally the same as 
AGI. But see IRS Publication 972 for exceptions.

The child tax credit is in addition to the dependent care 
credit you can claim if you pay someone to care for your 
dependent child who is under age 13 (or a disabled 
dependent) so you can work.

An “additional child tax credit” exists for certain individuals 
who get less than the full amount of the child tax credit. 
The additional child tax credit may give you a refund even 
if you do not owe any tax. A worksheet in IRS Publication 
972 will assist you in determining your eligibility for the 
additional child tax credit. See tax highlight #5. 

Step 9: Other taxes
Now that you have subtracted credits from your federal 
income tax, you report other taxes you may owe.

Line 56. Self-employment tax. Attach Schedule SE
 Key Point

Ministers must pay self-employment taxes on 
compensation received from the exercise of their 
ministry, unless they have received IRS recognition of 
exempt status.

Ministers are self-employed for Social Security purposes 
with respect to their ministerial income. They compute 
their self-employment taxes on Schedule SE and report 
the total tax on line 56 of Form 1040. 

Step 10: Payments
Line 62. Federal income tax withheld from Forms W-2 
and 1099
Ministers’ wages are exempt from federal income tax with- 
holding. As a result, only those ministers who have  
entered into a voluntary withholding arrangement with their 
church will have income taxes withheld and reported on 
line 61. The church should report the amount of voluntarily 
withheld taxes on the minister’s Form W-2.

 Key Point
Ministers who enter into voluntary withholding 
arrangements will have federal income taxes withheld 
from their wages. Under no circumstances should 
a church withhold the employee’s share of Social 
Security and Medicare taxes from the wages of such 
a minister, since ministers are self-employed for Social 
Security purposes with respect to their ministerial 
duties. Ministers can request (on Form W-4) that their 
church withhold an additional amount of income taxes 
to cover their expected self-employment tax liability. 
These additional withholdings must be treated as 
income taxes withheld (on Form W-2 and 941 forms) 
rather than the employee’s share of Social Security and 
Medicare taxes. These ministers must still complete 
Schedule SE.

Line 63. 2013 estimated tax payments
Compensation paid to ministers for ministerial duties 
is not subject to tax withholding. As a result, ministers 
must prepay their income tax and Social Security (self-
employment) taxes by using the quarterly estimated tax 
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procedure, unless they have entered into a voluntary 
withholding agreement with their employing church. The 
estimated tax procedure is summarized on page 8 of this 
guide. The total amount of estimated tax payments made 
to the IRS is reported as a payment of taxes on line 63.

Line 64a. Earned income credit
The maximum earned income credit for 2013 is:

• $487 with no qualifying child;

• $3,250 with one qualifying child; 

• $5,372 with two qualifying children;

• $6,044 with three or more qualifying children.

The earned income credit reduces tax you owe and may 
give you a refund even if you do not owe any tax. A number 
of technical requirements must be met in order to qualify 
for this credit. Unfortunately, many taxpayers who qualify 
for the earned income credit do not claim it because it is 
so difficult to compute. In most cases, the amount of your 
earned income credit depends on:

1.  whether you have no qualifying child, one qualifying 
child, two qualifying children or three or more 
qualifying children;

2.  the amount of your earned income and modified 
adjusted gross income.

You may be able to claim the earned income credit for 
2013 if:

1.  you do not have a qualifying child and you earned less 
than $14,340 ($19,680 if married);

2.  a qualifying child lived with you and you earned less 
than $37,870 ($43,210 if married filing jointing);

3.  two qualifying children lived with you and you earned 
less than $43,038 ($48,378 if married filing jointly); or

4.  three or more qualifying children lived with you and 
you earned less than $46,227 ($51,567 if married filing 
jointly).

You can compute the credit yourself or the IRS will com-
pute it for you. To figure the amount of your earned income 
credit, you must use the EIC Worksheet and EIC Table in 
the instructions for Form 1040, lines 64a and 64b. Min-
isters may want to consider having the IRS compute the 
credit for them, especially due to confusion about how the 
housing allowance affects the credit. See tax highlight #7. 

 Key Point
The instructions to Form 1040 (lines 64a and 64b) 
clearly state that a housing allowance, or fair rental 
value of a rectory, is included in the definition of earned 
income when computing the earned income credit for 
ministers who have not exempted themselves from 
self-employment taxes. Unfortunately, the instructions  
are less clear for ministers who have exempted them-
selves from self-employment taxes, but the instructions  
suggest that these ministers do not include a housing  
allowance or the fair rental value of a rectory in 
computing their earned income for purposes of the  

credit. Ministers who are affected by this issue should 
consult their own tax advisor for help. The IRS continues  
to take the position that a minister’s housing allowance 
(fair rental value of a rectory) counts as earned income 
in determining eligibility for the earned income credit, 
but only for those ministers who have not opted out of 
Social Security by filing a timely Form 4361. Ministers 
who have opted out of Social Security do not treat the 
housing allowance (or fair rental value of a rectory) as 
earned income in computing the earned income credit.  
This understanding is reflected in the instructions to 
lines 64a and 64b of Form 1040.

Line 68. Amount paid with request for extension to file 
See “Preliminary Q&A” section of this booklet, page 2. 

Step 11: Refund or amount you owe
After totaling your payments, you can calculate whether 
you owe the government or a refund is due you. If you owe a 
tax, be certain to enclose with your return a check payable 
to the “United States Treasury.” Do not attach the check 
to your return. Include your daytime phone number, your 
Social Security number, and write “Form 1040 for 2013” 
on the check. You also may have to pay an underpayment 
penalty (refer to line 77 of Form 1040).

If you have overpaid your taxes, you have two options:

1. request a full refund, or

2. apply the overpayment to your 2014 estimated tax.

Step 12: Sign here
You must sign and date the return at the bottom of page 2. 

If you are filing a joint return, your spouse must also sign 
the return. In the “Your occupation” space, enter your 
occupation. Episcopal ministers should enter “minister.” 
Please note that the person who signs a tax return does 
so under the penalty of perjury. 

 Key Point
If retired, enter “retired minister” so that the IRS will 
know that you still qualify for the housing allowance.

Other Forms and Schedules
Schedule A

 Key Point
If your itemized deductions exceed your standard de-
duction, you should report your itemized deductions on 
Schedule A (Form 1040). This section will summarize 
the itemized deductions.

Step 1: Medical and dental expenses (lines 1–4)
You may deduct certain medical and dental expenses (for 
yourself, your spouse, and your dependents) if you itemize 
your deductions on Schedule A, but only to the extent 
that your expenses exceed 10% of your adjusted gross 
income. You must reduce your medical expenses by the 
amounts of any reimbursements you receive for those 
expenses before applying the 10% test. Reimbursements 
include amounts you receive from insurance or other 
sources for your medical expenses (including Medicare). 
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It does not matter whether the reimbursement is paid to 
the patient, the doctor or the hospital.

 Key Point
If either you or your spouse is age 65 or older, the 
medical expense deduction is allowed for expenses 
exceeding 7.5% of AGI.

The following expenses are deductible as medical expenses:

• fees for medical services;

• fees for hospital services;

•  meals and lodging provided by a hospital during medical 
treatment (subject to some limits);

• medical and hospital insurance premiums that you pay;

• special equipment;

•  Medicare A premiums you pay if you are exempt from 
Social Security and voluntarily elect to pay Medicare A 
premiums;

• Medicare B premiums you pay;

• Medicare D premiums you pay;

• Medicare Supplement premiums you pay;

•  long-term care insurance premiums, subject to certain 
limitations on the amount that may be deducted;

•  special items (false teeth, artificial limbs, eyeglasses, 
hearing aids and batteries, crutches, etc.);

•  transportation for necessary medical care (for 2013, the 
standard mileage rate for medical travel was 24 cents 
per mile);

• medicines and drugs requiring a prescription;

•  the portion of a life-care fee or founder’s fee paid either 
monthly or in a lump-sum under an agreement with a 
retirement home that is allocable to medical care;

• wages of an attendant who provides medical care;

•  the cost of home improvements if the main reason is 
for medical care (deduction is limited to the amount 
that exceeds the amount by which the improvement 
increases the value of the home);

• program to stop smoking;

•  exercise expenses (including the cost of equipment to 
use in the home) if required to treat an illness (including 
obesity) diagnosed by a physician, and the purpose of 
the expense is to treat a disease rather than to promote 
general health and the taxpayer would not have paid the 
expense but for this purpose.

The following items are not deductible as medical 
expenses;

• funeral services;

• health club dues (except as noted above);

• household help;

• life insurance;

• maternity clothes;

• nonprescription medicines and drugs;

• nursing care for a healthy baby;

• toothpaste, cosmetics, toiletries;

• trips for general improvement of health.

Step 2: Taxes you paid (lines 5–9)
Generally, real estate, state and local income, and 
personal property taxes actually paid during 2013 are 
deductible. Ministers who own their homes and pay 
real property taxes can include the full amount of such 
taxes in computing their housing allowance exclusion. 
They may also fully deduct the amount of the taxes as an 
itemized deduction on Schedule A. Federal income tax 
and gasoline taxes are not deductible for federal income 
tax purposes.

You can elect to deduct state and local general sales taxes 
instead of state and local income taxes, as an itemized 
deduction on Schedule A (Form 1040), line 5. Generally, 
you can use either your actual expenses or the state and 
local sales tax tables to figure your sales tax deduction. 
See tax highlight #10.

 Tax Tip
If you lived in more than one state during 2013, multiply 
the table amount for each state you lived in by the 
fraction of the year that you lived there.

Step 3: Interest you paid (lines 10–15)
Interest is an amount paid for the use of borrowed 
money. Interest that you pay for personal reasons (that 
is, interest on a car loan, credit card or a personal loan) 
is not deductible as an itemized deduction on Schedule 
A. In most cases, you will be able to deduct all of your 
mortgage interest on any loans secured by your main 
home, including first and second mortgages, home equity 
loans and refinanced mortgages. Whether your home 
mortgage interest is deductible under these rules depends 
on the date you took out the mortgage, the amount of 
the mortgage and your use of the proceeds. If all of your 
mortgages fit into one of the following categories, you can 
deduct all of your interest and report it on Schedule A 
(Form 1040):

•  mortgages you took out on your main home on or before 
October 13, 1987;

•  mortgages you took out on your main home after 
October 13, 1987, to buy, build or improve your home, 
but only if these mortgages (plus any mortgages in the 
preceding category) total $1 million or less throughout 
2013, ($500,000 if married filing separately);

•  mortgages you took out after October 13, 1987, on your 
main home, other than to buy, build or improve your 
home, but only if these mortgages total $100,000 or less 
throughout 2013 ($50,000 if married filing separately).

If you had a main home and a second home, the dollar limits 
explained in the second and third categories described 
above apply to the total mortgage on both homes.

 Key Point
Ministers who own their homes can deduct mortgage 
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interest payments and mortgage insurance payments 
as an itemized deduction even though such payments 
were included in computing the housing allowance 
exclusion (the so-called double deduction). However, 
ministers are subject to the limitations on mortgage 
loans discussed in this section.

The term “points” is sometimes used to describe certain 
charges paid by a borrower. They are also called loan 
origination fees, maximum loan charges or premium 
charges. If the payment of any of these charges is only for 
the use of money, it ordinarily is interest paid in advance 
and must be deducted in installments over the life of the 
mortgage (not deducted in full in the year of payment). 
However, points are deductible in the year paid if the 
following requirements are satisfied:

1. your loan is secured by your primary residence;

2.  paying points is an established business practice in 
your area;

3.  the points you paid were not more than the points 
generally charged in your area;

4. you use the cash method of accounting;

5.  the points were not paid in the place of amounts that 
ordinarily are stated separately on the settlement 
statement, such as appraisal fees, attorney fees and 
property taxes;

6. you use your loan to buy or build your main home;

7.  the points were computed as a percentage of the 
principal amount of the mortgage;

8.  the amount is clearly shown on the settlement 
statement;

9.  the funds you provided at or before closing, plus any 
points the seller paid, were at least as much as the 
points charged.

Step 4: Gifts to charity (lines 16–19)
Cash contributions to churches, schools and most public 
charities are deductible up to 50% of adjusted gross 
income. Contributions of property are subject to different 
limitations. See IRS Publication 526. Contributions of cash 
or checks are reported on line 16, while contributions 
of noncash property are reported on line 17. If you do 
not itemize deductions, you cannot deduct any of your 
charitable contributions.

The value of personal services is never deductible as 
a charitable contribution, but unreimbursed expenses 
incurred in performing services on behalf of a church or 
other charity may be. For example, if you drive to and from 
volunteer work on behalf of a charity, you may deduct the 
actual cost of gas and oil or you may claim the standard 
charitable mileage rate of 14 cents for each substantiated 
mile for 2013 and 2014. Unreimbursed travel expenses 
incurred while away from home (whether within the United 
States or abroad) in the course of donated services to 

a tax-exempt religious or charitable organization are 
deductible as a charitable contribution. There are two 
ways to do this:

1.  Individuals performing the charitable travel can keep 
track of their own travel expenses and then claim a 
charitable contribution for the total on Schedule A.

2.  Or, these individuals could provide their church or 
charity with a travel report substantiating all travel 
expenses.

In such a case, the church or charity could issue the 
individual a charitable contribution receipt for the total 
amount of the substantiated travel expenses. Travel 
expenses that can be receipted include airfare, lodging, 
meals and incidental expenses.

No charitable deduction is allowed for travel expenses 
incurred while away from home in performing services 
for a religious or charitable organization unless there is 
no significant element of personal pleasure, recreation or 
vacation involved in the travel.

 Example
Jack goes on a trip to Europe. He is in Europe for 
10 days and conducts one-hour services on two of 
those days. Jack will not be able to claim a charitable 
contribution deduction for the travel expenses that he 
incurs in making this trip. The same rule would apply if 
Jack’s spouse or children go along on the trip.

Charitable contributions must be claimed in the year 
they are delivered. Note that the delivery date of mailed 
contributions is determined by the IRS to be the postmark 
date, not the actual arrival date. A contribution mailed and 
postmarked on December 31 applies to the year ending 
rather than to the new year in which it is received.

Charitable contributions generally are deductible only to 
the extent that they exceed the value of any premium or 
benefit received by the donor in return for the contribution.

There are limits on the amount of a contribution that can 
be deducted. Generally, cash contributions to churches, 
schools and public charities are deductible up to a 
maximum of 50% of adjusted gross income. In some 
cases, contributions that exceed these limits can be 
carried over and claimed in future years. Some charitable 
contributions are limited to 20% or 30% of adjusted gross 
income, depending on the recipient and the form of the 
contribution.

Designated contributions are those that are made to 
a church with the stipulation that they be used for a 
specified purpose. If the purpose is an approved project 
or program of the church, the designation will not affect 
the deductibility of the contribution. An example is a 
contribution to a church building fund. However, if a donor 
stipulates that a contribution be spent on a designated 
individual, no deduction is allowed unless the church 
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exercises full administrative control over the donated 
funds to ensure that they are being spent in furtherance of 
the church’s exempt purposes. Designated contributions 
that ordinarily are not deductible include contributions to 
church benevolence or scholarship funds that designate 
a specific recipient. Contributions to benevolence or 
scholarship funds ordinarily are deductible if the donor 
does not earmark a specific recipient.

Contributions to a church or missions board that specify 
a particular missionary may be tax-deductible if the 
church or missions board exercises full administrative 
and accounting control over the contributions and 
ensures that they are spent in furtherance of the church’s 
mission. Direct contributions to missionaries, or any other 
individual, are not tax-deductible, even if they are used for 
religious or charitable purposes.

Charitable contributions must be properly substantiated. 
All individual cash contributions must be substantiated 
by a canceled check or receipt from the charity. Current 
rules govern the substantiation of individual contributions 
of cash or property of $250 or more. For more information 
(including substantiation requirements) see IRS Publica-
tion 526, “Charitable Contributions.”

If you contribute property that you value at $500 or more, 
you must include a completed Form 8283 with your  
Form 1040. Complete only section A if the value claimed 
is $500 or more but less than $5,000. If you claim a 
deduction of more than $5,000 for a contribution of 
noncash property (other than publicly traded securities), 
then you must obtain a qualified appraisal of the property 
and include a qualified appraisal summary (section B of 
Form 8283) with your Form 1040. Special rules apply to 
donations of cars, boats and planes. See the instructions 
to IRS Form 1098-C for details.

 Key Point
Paperwork is important! In one case, the Tax Court 
disallowed one donor’s non-cash charitable contribu-
tion deduction, not because of any dispute over the 
value of a $10,000 property the donor had contributed 
to a church, but because the donor failed to attach 
a qualified appraisal summary (Non-cash Charitable 
Contributions, Form 8283) to the tax return on which 
his contribution was claimed.

Step 5: Casualty and theft losses (line 20)
Most taxpayers have at some time suffered damage to 
their property as a result of hurricanes, earthquakes, 
tornadoes, fires, vandalism, car accidents, floods or 
similar events. When property is damaged or destroyed 
by such events, it is called a casualty. If your property 
is stolen, you may also have a deductible theft loss. You 
must itemize your deductions on Schedule A to be able 
to claim a casualty or theft loss to nonbusiness property.

To determine your deduction, you must reduce the 
amount of your casualty and theft losses by any insurance 

or reimbursement you receive. No deduction is allowed 
for a casualty or theft loss that is covered by insurance 
unless a timely insurance claim for reimbursement has 
been filed. 

You can deduct personal casualty or theft losses only to 
the extent that:

1.  the amount of each separate casualty or theft loss is 
more than $100, and

2.  the total amount of all losses during the year (reduced 
by the $100 limit) is more than 10% of the amount on 
Form 1040, line 38.

The 10% of AGI limitation does not apply to a casualty loss 
that occurred in an area determined by the President of the 
United States to warrant federal disaster assistance. For 
information on disaster losses, see IRS Publication 547.

To claim a casualty or theft loss, you must be able to 
show that the loss in fact occurred. In addition, the loss 
generally is defined as the lesser of:

1.  the decrease in fair market value of the property as a 
result of the casualty or theft, or

2.  your adjusted basis in the property before the casualty 
or theft.

Calculate non-business casualty and theft losses on  
Form 4684, and report them on Schedule A as an itemized 
deduction.

Step 6: Job expenses and most other miscellaneous 
deductions (lines 21–27)
You may deduct certain miscellaneous expenses on 
Schedule A. These deductions are in addition to the 
itemized deductions for medical expenses, taxes, interest, 
charitable contributions and casualty and theft losses. 
Most miscellaneous itemized expenses are deductible 
only to the extent that they exceed 2% of adjusted gross 
income. Miscellaneous expenses subject to the 2% floor 
include:

•  unreimbursed and non-accountable reimbursed employee 
business expenses (discussed more fully below);

• professional society dues;

• safety deposit box rental;

• employee educational expenses;

• tax counsel and assistance;

• office;

• work-related home expenses;

• related supplies;

• expenses of looking for a new job;

• investment counsel fees;

• professional books and periodicals;

• investment expenses;

• 50% of unreimbursed business meals and entertainment;

• IRA custodial fees.
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Certain miscellaneous expenses are not subject to the 2% 
floor. However, these expenses ordinarily are not available 
to ministers.

Step 7: Employee business expenses
 Key Point

The limitations on the deductibility of unreimbursed 
and non-accountable reimbursed employee business  
expenses can be avoided if the church adopts an  
accountable reimbursement arrangement. Reimburse-
ments paid by the church under an accountable  
arrangement are not reported as income to the min-
ister, and the minister need not claim any deductions.

The more common examples of ministerial business 
expenses are summarized below.

Local transportation expenses
Expenses incurred in driving your car for business pur-
poses within your community represent one of the most 
important business expenses for ministers. A common 
example would be driving your car from your church to a 
hospital to visit members. Commuting to and from work 
is never a business expense. However, if you drive to a 
hospital (or some other business location) on the way 
home from church, the expenses incurred in driving from 
the church to the second business location are business 
expenses even though you are on the way home. The  
remaining miles between the second business location 
and your home are non-deductible commuting expenses.

These expenses can be deducted using either a standard 
mileage rate or the actual costs of operating the car for 
business miles. Most ministers choose the standard 
mileage rate because of its simplicity. However, it is 
available only if it is selected for the first year a car is used 
in your trade or business. The actual expense method is 
very complex and is explained fully in IRS Publication 463.

The standard business mileage rate for 2013 was 56.5 
cents per mile.

 Key Point
The standard business mileage rate for 2014 is 56 
cents per mile.

Travel expenses
Travel expenses are the expenses that you incur while 
traveling away from home overnight for your work or 
business. A common example would be automobile, lodging  
and meal expenses you incur in traveling to a convention 
or meeting. You can deduct these expenses if you can 
substantiate them, as explained below.

Deductible travel expenses include:

• air, rail and bus fares;

• operating and maintaining your car;

•  taxi fares or other costs of transportation between the 
airport or station and your hotel, or from one work site 
to another;

•  meals and lodging while you are away from home on 
business for less than one year for a short-term position, 
such as an interim;

• cleaning and laundry expenses;

• telephone and telegraph expenses;

• tips.

The travel expenses of a spouse who accompanies a 
minister on a business trip are almost never deductible as 
a business expense, and cannot be reimbursed under an 
accountable arrangement. In rare cases, an employer’s 
reimbursement of the travel expenses of an employee’s 
spouse may qualify as a non-taxable working condition 
fringe benefit so long as these conditions are met: 

1.  the employer has not treated such amounts as 
compensation;

2.  the amounts would be deductible as a business 
expense without regard to the limitation on the 
deductibility of a spouse’s travel expenses, meaning 
that the spouse’s presence on the trip is for a legitimate 
business purpose; and

3.  the employee substantiates the expenses under an 
accountable arrangement. This is a highly aggressive 
position that should not be adopted without the advice 
of a tax professional.

Entertainment expenses
You may be able to deduct entertainment expenses you 
incur during your ministry. You may take the deduction only 
if you can demonstrate that the amounts spent are either:

1. directly related to the active conduct of your ministry, or

2.  associated with the active conduct of your ministry, 
and the entertainment occurred directly before or after 
a substantial business discussion.

These two tests are summarized below:

Directly related test
To show that entertainment was directly related to the 
active conduct of your business, you ordinarily must be 
able to demonstrate that:

1.  you had more than a general expectation of deriving 
income or some other specific business benefit at 
some indefinite future time;

2.  you did engage in business during the entertainment 
period; and

3.  the main purpose of the entertainment was the trans-
action of business.
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Associated entertainment test
To show that entertainment was associated with the active 
conduct of your ministry, you must be able to demonstrate 
that:

1.  you had a clear business purpose in incurring the 
expense; and that

2.  the meal or entertainment directly preceded or 
followed a substantial business discussion.

Entertainment includes any activity generally considered 
to provide entertainment, amusement or recreation. 

This covers entertaining guests at restaurants, social or 
athletic facilities, sporting events or on hunting, fishing, 
vacation or similar trips. Expenses are not deductible 
when business acquaintances take turns picking up 
each other’s entertainment checks without regard to 
whether any business purposes are served. Ministers 
incur entertainment expenses in a variety of situations. 
Common examples include entertaining denominational 
leaders, guest speakers, church groups (youth, choir, 
vestry, etc.) or meeting with members at a restaurant for 
counseling purposes.

 Key Point
You may deduct only 50% of your business-related 
entertainment expenses, including meals. This 50% 
limitation is incorporated directly into the tax returns 
(see Form 2106). This rule does not apply to expenses 
you incur that are reimbursed by your employer under 
an accountable reimbursement arrangement.

Entertainment expenses incurred in your home are 
especially scrutinized by the IRS. You must be able to 
demonstrate that your expenses were not purely social 
but rather had a primary business purpose.

Entertainment expenses of spouses may also be deduct-
ible if their presence serves a legitimate business purpose 
or if it would be impractical under the circumstances to 
entertain the business associate without including his or 
her spouse. If a spouse’s entertainment expenses are  
deductible because it is impractical to entertain his or her 
spouse without the spouse being included, your spouse’s 
entertainment expenses incurred on the same occasion 
will also be deductible. For example, your spouse joins 
you because your business associate’s spouse will be 
present.

The IRS frequently challenges entertainment expenses, 
so you should be prepared to substantiate such expenses 
fully as described below.

 Ex ample
Scott invites the members of the vestry to his home for 
dinner and a meeting. The expenses incurred by Scott 
and his guests for food and beverages ordinarily will 
constitute entertainment expenses.

 Example
Scott invites a friend and fellow minister to his home 
for dinner. The friend resides in another state and is 
visiting Scott for the day. Ordinarily, such a visit will be 
a social visit and the expenses associated with it will 
not be deductible.

 Example
Kitty is the head of staff of her church. She takes a 
prospect for a ministerial staff position out to dinner, 
during which they discuss the person’s background 
and suitability for the position. The person’s spouse 
comes along because it would be impractical to 
discuss the position solely with the prospect. Further, 
Kitty’s spouse accompanies her because the other 
spouse is present. Kitty pays everyone’s meal 
expense. The cost of the meals of all four people is an 
entertainment expense.

Educational expenses
Certain educational expenses are deductible by ministers. 
You may deduct expenses you have for education, such 
as tuition, books, supplies, correspondence courses and 
certain travel and transportation expenses, even though 
the education may lead to a degree, if the education 
satisfies one or both of the following conditions:

1.  the education is required by your employer, or by law 
or regulation, to keep your salary, status or job; or

2.  the education maintains or improves skills required in 
your present work.

However, you may not deduct expenses incurred for 
education, even if one or both of the requirements 
mentioned above are met, if the education is required to 
meet the minimum educational requirements to qualify 
you in your trade or business or is part of a program of 
study that will lead to qualifying you in a new trade or 
business, even if you did not intend to enter that trade or 
business.

 Example
The minister at St. Michael’s Church takes a counseling 
course at a local university. Expenses associated with 
the course are deductible educational expenses if the 
course maintains or improves job skills and is not a 
part of a program of study that will qualify the minister 
for a new trade or business.

Subscriptions and books
Ministers often subscribe to a number of periodicals. 
The cost of these is a legitimate business expense if the 
periodicals relate to the minister’s duties at the church. 
Minister’s journals and other specialized periodicals 
clearly satisfy this test. News magazines also may qualify if 
a minister can demonstrate that the information contained 
in such periodicals is related to his or her ministry (for 
example, sources of illustrations for sermons). The cost 
of a general circulation daily newspaper is not deductible. 
The unreimbursed cost of books that are related to 
your ministry is a professional business expense and 
accordingly is deductible.
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Personal computers
Many ministers have purchased personal computers for 
use at home. Since computers lend themselves to personal 
as well as business use, they are singled out for special 
treatment. If you report your income taxes as an employee 
(or you report as self-employed but are reclassified as an 
employee by the IRS in an audit) and you purchase a home 
computer that you use in connection with your work, you 
must meet the following tests to claim any deduction:

1.  Your use of the computer in your home must be for the 
convenience of your employer.

 Key Point
The term “for the convenience of your employer” 
means that you clearly can demonstrate that you 
cannot perform your job without the home computer. 
The fact that the computer enables you to perform 
your work more easily and efficiently is not enough; 
you also must prove that the computers available at 
your place of employment are insufficient to enable 
you to perform your job properly. Obviously, this is a 
difficult test to satisfy.

2.  Your use of the computer in your home is required as a 
condition of your employment.

 Key Point
The term “required as a condition of your employment” 
means that you are unable to perform your duties 
properly without the computer. It is not necessary 
that your employer explicitly requires you to use the 
computer. On the other hand, it is not enough that 
your employer merely states that your use of the home 
computer is a condition of your employment. If you are 
an employee and these tests are not met, you cannot 
deduct any of the cost of your home computer.

3.  If you are an employee and you meet both tests 
described above, you can claim a business deduction 
if you use your home computer more than 50% of the 
time during the year in your work.

Cell phones
The cost of employer-provided cell phones no longer need 
to be reported on the Form W-2 as income as long as the 
personal use is minimal. 

Office in the home
Most ministers have an office in their home. For the costs 
of such an office to be deductible as a business expense, 
several conditions must be satisfied:

1.  The costs must not have been excluded as minister’s 
housing allowance.

2.  The home office must be your principal place of business.

3.  The home office must be used exclusively in your trade 
or business. This means that the home office must 
not be used by other family members (for example, to 
watch television or do homework). The use of a part of 
your home for both personal and business purposes 
does not meet the exclusive use test.

4.  The home office must be used on a regular basis in 
your trade or business. This means that you must use 
the home office on a continuous basis for professional 
purposes (for example, preparing sermons, conduct-
ing counseling, doing research, contacting members, 
writing correspondence, preparing for church meet-
ings). Occasional or incidental use of the office for 
such purposes is not enough, even if the office is used 
for no other purposes.

5.  If you are an employee, the home office must be for 
the convenience of the employer. This means that the 
home office must do more than make the employee’s 
job easier or efficient — it must be essential to the 
performance of your job.

Very few ministers will satisfy all of these conditions, 
which means that a home office deduction generally is not 
available.

 Key Point
Operating expenses in connection with a church office 
at home, which have not already been excluded as 
a part of housing, may be taken as a miscellaneous 
itemized deduction on Schedule A.

How to report employee business expenses
This section addresses the tax treatment of business 
expenses for ministers who report their income taxes 
as employees. The tax treatment of business expenses 
for ministers with self-employment income is discussed 
below (under the section on Schedule C).

The business expenses of ministers who are employees 
for federal income tax reporting purposes should be 
handled in the following way:

Accountable reimbursement arrangement
The best way for ministers to handle business expenses 
is to have their employing church adopt an accountable 
business expense reimbursement arrangement. Under 
such an arrangement,

1.  a church agrees to reimburse ministers (and other 
church workers, if desired) for those business 
expenses that are properly substantiated as to date, 
amount, place and business purpose, and

2.  ministers are required to return any excess reimburse-
ments (in excess of substantiated expenses) to the 
church.

Reimbursements of business expenses under such an 
arrangement are not reported as taxable income on the  
minister’s Form W-2 or Form 1040, and there are no  
deductions to claim. In effect, the minister is reporting to 
the church rather than to the IRS.

An accountable business expense reimbursement  
arrangement should be established by the church in an 
appropriate resolution. In adopting a resolution, pay  
special attention to the following rules:
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1.  Condition the reimbursement of any expense on ade-
quate substantiation. This will include written evidence 
for all expenses and receipts for expenses of $75 or 
more. The evidence must substantiate the amount, 
date, place, and business nature of each expense.  
The key point is this: a church must require the same 
degree of substantiation as would be required for a  
deduction on the minister’s income tax return.

2.  Expenses must be substantiated, and excess reim-
bursements returned to the church, within a reason-
able time. Expenses will be deemed substantiated 
within a reasonable period of time if they are substan-
tiated within 60 days. Excess reimbursements will 
be deemed to be returned to the employer within a  
reasonable period of time if they are returned within 
120 days.

3.  Business expense reimbursements cannot be funded 
under an accountable plan out of a minister’s own 
salary (for example, through salary reductions).

 Example
Randolph is rector of Church of the Redeemer. He  
reports his federal income taxes as an employee, and 
the church reimburses him for all of his business and 
professional expenses (by means of a credit card or 
cash reimbursements). However, Randolph is not 
required to account for such expenses by providing 
the church treasurer with receipts documenting the 
amount, time and place, business purpose and busi-
ness relationship of each expense. Randolph simply 
informs the treasurer at the end of each month of the 
total expenses incurred during that month. Assume 
further that Randolph cannot itemize deductions on 
Schedule A (he does not have sufficient deductions). If 
Randolph received reimbursements of $4,000 in 2013, 
the following would apply: 

 1.  The church would report the entire reimbursements 
($4,000) as income on Randolph’s W-2, and 
Randolph would report them as income (salary) on 
his Form 1040.

 2.  Randolph cannot deduct the reimbursed expenses  
as a miscellaneous itemized deduction on  
Schedule A, since he does not have sufficient  
expenses to itemize. In other words, all of  
Randolph’s business expense reimbursements 
are includable in his income for tax purposes, but 
he cannot offset any of this income by deducting  
any portion of his business expenses. Even if  
Randolph could itemize deductions, his non- 
accountable reimbursed expenses would be 
treated just like unreimbursed expenses, which 
are deductible only as miscellaneous itemized 
deductions, and then only to the extent that they 
(along with most other miscellaneous expenses) 
exceed 2% of his adjusted gross income.

 3.  Clearly, the tax impact of these rules can be 
costly for ministers who do not account to their 
employing church for their business expenses. 
Further, if the church and Randolph neglect to 
report the reimbursements as taxable income, the 
reimbursements become an “automatic excess 
benefit” triggering intermediate sanctions against 
both Randolph (assuming he is an officer or 
director, or the relative of one) of up to 225% of 
the excess benefit ($9,000), and the vestry, up to 
a maximum penalty of $20,000.

 Example
Same facts as the previous example, except that 
the church adopts an accountable reimbursement 
arrangement, and Randolph is reimbursed for $4,000 
of substantiated expenses. Under these facts, the 
church would not report the $4,000 of reimbursements 
as income on Randolph’s Form W-2, and Randolph 
would not have to report the reimbursements or claim 
the expenses on his Form 1040.

Churches occasionally reimburse ministers for non-
business expenses. Such reimbursements, though they  
require an accounting, ordinarily must be included in the 
minister’s wages for income tax reporting purposes, and 
they are not deductible by the minister. Such personal,  
living or family expenses are not deductible, and the entire  
amount of a church’s reimbursement must be included on 
the minister’s Form W-2 and Form 1040.

Business expenses must be substantiated by adequate 
evidence to support an income tax deduction or an ex-
pense reimbursement under an accountable reimburse-
ment arrangement of an employer. Stricter substantiation 
rules apply to transportation, travel and entertainment  
expenses.

Deason Rule
Unreimbursed business expenses must be split between  
the deductible part allocated to taxable income, and the 
non-deductible part allocated to the housing exclusion. Both  
parts are deductible in calculating the self-employment 
tax. This reinforces the desirability of being reimbursed for 
your expenses, rather than taking them as deductions.

Schedule B
Schedule B is used to report taxable interest income and 
dividend income of more than $1,500.

Step 1: Interest income (lines 1–4)
List (on line 1) the name of each institution or individual that 
paid you taxable interest if you received more than $1,500 
of taxable interest in 2013. Be sure the interest you report 
on line 1 corresponds to any 1099-INT forms you received 
from such institutions. Do not include tax-exempt interest.

Step 2: Dividend income (lines 5–6)
List (on line 5) the name of each institution that paid you 
dividends if you received more than $1,500 in dividends in 
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2013. Be sure the dividends you report on line 1 correspond 
to any 1099-DIV forms you received from such institutions.

Step 3: Foreign accounts and foreign trusts
Be sure to complete this part of the schedule if you had 
more than $1,500 of either taxable interest or dividends.

Schedule C and C-EZ
Ministers who deduct health insurance premiums may want 
to use Schedule C instead of Schedule C-EZ, because 
their expenses (including health insurance premiums) will 
exceed the $5,000 maximum allowed on Schedule C.

 Key Point
Most Episcopal ministers who serve local churches 
or church agencies are employees for federal income 
tax purposes, with respect to their church salary. They 
report their church salary on line 7 of Form 1040 and 
receive a Form W-2 from the church. They do not 
report their salary as self-employment earnings on 
Schedule C.

 Key Point
Use Schedule C to report income and expenses from 
ministerial activities you conduct other than in your 
capacity as a church employee. Examples would 
be fees received for guest speaking appearances in 
other churches, and fees received directly from church 
members for performing personal services, such as 
weddings and funerals.

Step 1: Introduction
Complete the first several questions on Schedule C. 
Ministers should list the code 541990 on line B. This is the 
code used for ministers and chaplains in the clergy tax 
illustrations found in IRS Publication 517. Some ministers 
who report their church compensation as self-employed 
point to this code as proof that ministers serving local 
churches can report as self-employed. This is not so. This 
code applies to the incidental self-employment activities of 
ministers who report their church salaries as employees. It 
also applies to those few ministers who are self-employed.

Step 2: Income
Report on line 1 your gross income from your self-
employment activity.

Step 3: Expenses
Report any business expenses associated with your 
self-employment earnings on line 2. For example, if you 
incur transportation, travel, or entertainment expenses in 
the course of performing self-employment activities, you 
deduct these expenses on line 2 of Schedule C.

Schedule SE
 Key Point

Use Schedule SE to report Social Security taxes on 
any income you earned as a minister if you have not 
applied for and received IRS approval of an exemption 
application (Form 4361). Remember, ministers always 
are self-employed for Social Security purposes with 

respect to their ministerial services. They pay self-
employment taxes, and never FICA taxes, with respect 
to such services.

 Key Point
You must report the fair rental value of your rectory or 
your cash housing allowance received in the absence 
of a rectory when reporting your self-employment 
income. To do so you should prepare a supplemental 
schedule for the Schedule SE, which lists your W-2 
compensation, your Schedule C or C-EZ compensation, 
and your housing. The total of this compensation is 
then reported on line 2 of the 1040-SE.

 Key Point
All earned income received by retirees is subject to 
self-employment tax.

Step 1: Section A (line 2)
Use Schedule A, page 1, not Schedule B on page 2. This 
amount is computed as follows:

1. Add the following to the church salary:

 •  other items of church income (including taxable 
fringe benefits);

 • self-employment earnings from outside businesses;

 •  fair rental value of house, or non-taxable portion of 
housing allowance;

 •  business expense reimbursements made under a 
non-accountable plan.

2. Next, subtract the following from the above total:

 •  unreimbursed business expenses (disregard the 
Deason reduction rule);

 •  business expenses reimbursed under a non-account-
able plan (disregard the Deason reduction rule);

 •  most income tax exclusions other than the housing 
allowance, the fair rental value of a rectory and the 
foreign earned income exclusion.

Attach a schedule to the Form 1040-SE, summarizing the 
above items.

Step 2: Section A (line 3)
Subtract the amount reported on Form 1040 line 29 to 
arrive at your self-employment income.

Step 3: Section A (line 4)
Ministers (and other taxpayers who are considered self-
employed for Social Security purposes) can reduce their 
taxable earnings by 7.65%, which is half the Social Security 
and Medicare tax paid by employers and employees. To 
do this, multiply net earnings from self-employment times 
0.9235 on line 4. Self-employment taxes are paid on the 
reduced amount.

Step 4: Section A (line 5)
The self-employment tax for 2013 is computed on this line. 
It consists of these two components: 
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1. a Medicare hospital insurance tax of 2.9% and;

2.  an old-age, survivor and disability (Social Security)  
tax of 12.4%.

For 2013, the 2.9% Medicare tax applies to all net earnings 
from self-employment regardless of amount. The 12.4% 
Social Security component of the self-employment tax 
applies only to the first $113,700 of net self-employment 
earnings in 2013.

 Key Point
If you live in a rectory, be sure to include the fair 
rental value of the rectory when calculating your 
compensation for the SE tax.

Special Note:
The tax form examples (beginning on page 34) will 
illustrate — to you and also your tax preparer — some 
“average” tax scenarios for both active and retired 
clergy. These examples address federal Tax Code 
provisions only. No attempt has been made to address 
the Tax Code requirements of states or other localities. 
The complexities of local taxes far exceed the scope of 
this publication, and represent yet another reason why 
you should you consult a tax professional.
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Comprehensive Examples and Forms

Example One: Rector
The Reverend Jerome L. Scott is rector of St. Michael’s 
Church. He has served in that position for the past seven 
years. He is married to Jane T. Scott, who is employed as 
an accountant by a local firm. The Scotts have two children, 
Andrew and Amy, aged 22 and 19, respectively. He and his 
wife file a joint federal income tax return. Listed below are 
several facts concerning Fr. Scott’s income and expenses 
for 2013, along with several pertinent items of information. 
Thereafter, the Scotts’ federal income tax return for 2013 is 
reproduced. Note that Fr. Scott reports his income taxes as 
an employee.

The Reverend Jerome L. and Mrs. Jane T. Scott
Income
Fr. Scott
• church salary ...................................................$44,000.00*
•  church designated housing allowance (separate from 

church salary) ..................................................... 26,000.00
•  contribution to 403(b)  

(excluded from church salary) .............................. 6,000.00
• honoraria for speaking at other churches ............ 1,500.00
• honoraria for performing weddings, funerals, etc. ..  900.00
• Christmas gift from the church (salary) .................  600.00
• imputed cost of excess life insurance  .................... 240.00
 *  housing allowance ($26,000) and salary reduction contribution to 

403(b) retirement account ($6,000) not included in church wages since 
both are excluded from gross income of $76,000.

Jane T. Scott
• salary as accountant ...................................... $45,000.00
• interest earnings at First United Bank ...................  125.00
Housing Expenses paid in 2013
• mortgage payments ..........................................12,000.00
• utilities (paid by the Scotts) ................................  4,100.00
• home insurance ................................................... 1,100.00
• real property taxes ..............................................2,600.00
• new furniture ........................................................2,000.00
• miscellaneous ......................................................1,500.00
• repairs .................................................................  1,800.00
 Total .................................................................. 25,100.00

Retirement savings contributions, 403(b)
• Fr. Scott ...............................................................6,000.00
Medical expenses not covered by insurance
• combined expenses ............................................ 1,500.00
Taxes
• state income taxes .............................................. 2,400.00
[Exceeds state and local sales taxes for the year]

• real estate taxes .................................................. 2,600.00
Interest
• mortgage interest on home ................................. 9,200.00
• interest on credit cards and a car loan .................. 500.00
Charitable Contributions
• cash contributions to St. Michael’s ..................... 9,000.00
• miscellaneous cash contributions ......................... 900.00
[The Scotts have written receipts substantiating all of their charitable 
contributions.]

Travel expenses associated with Fr. Scott’s honoraria 
(unreimbursed)
• $500 travel and lodging plus $250 meals .............. 750.00

Miscellaneous data
1.  In general. Fr. Scott reports his federal income taxes as 

an employee. However, note that:
A.  All clergy, including those who report their federal 

income taxes as employees, are considered to be self-
employed for Social Security purposes with respect 
to their ministerial services. There is nothing that 
Fr. Scott, or the church, can do to change this. As a 
result, the church should not withhold the employee’s 
share of Social Security and Medicare taxes from his 
compensation, and there are no employer contributions 
that the church is required to make. Rather, Fr. Scott must  
pay the “self-employment tax” — the Social Security tax 
for those considered self-employed for Social Security 
purposes. Fr. Scott must use Schedule SE to compute 
his self-employment tax.

B.  Clergy who report their income taxes as employees are 
exempt by law from the income tax withholding require-
ments. They use the quarterly estimated tax procedure 
to prepay their income taxes and self-employment taxes. 
Alternatively, they can select “voluntary withholding.” 
Fr. Scott has been using the estimated tax procedure. 
In 2014, he again plans to pay estimated tax payments 
of $4,000 ($1,000 per quarter) in light of the substantial 
American Opportunity Credit refund he received in 2013, 
and which he anticipates receiving again in 2014 (thanks 
to having two children in college).

Total estimated tax payments for 2013 were $4,000 ($1,000 
per quarter).
Jane Scott had $8,100 in federal income taxes withheld from 
her wages as an accountant. Total withholdings (Form 1040, 
line 62) equal $8,100. 
St. Michael’s Church issued Fr. Scott a W-2 on January 28, 
2014, listing salary and wages of $44,840 in Box 1, housing 
allowance of $26,000 in Box 14, 403(b) retirement savings of 
$6,000 in Box 12, and imputed cost of excess life insurance 
of $240 in Box 12
2.  Housing. Fr. Scott is not furnished a rectory by St. 

Michael’s Church. However, as requested by Fr. Scott, 
the church does designate a housing allowance each 
year to enable Fr. Scott to pay for his own home. In 
December of 2012 the vestry of St. Michael’s Church 
determined that Fr. Scott’s 2013 church compensation 
would be $76,000, of which Fr. Scott asked that $26,000 
be designated as a housing allowance and $50,000 be 
designated as salary. Assume that the annual fair rental 
value of Fr. Scott’s home, furnished, plus the cost of 
utilities, is $27,000.

3.  403(b) contributions: Fr. Scott contributed though 
salary reductions totaling $6,000 to the RSVP Plan 
sponsored by The Church Pension Fund.

4.  Andrew Scott continued college at UCLA. The Scotts 
paid $6,500 in qualified expenses toward his education 
in 2013. Amy started college at California State 
Community College and the Scotts paid $4,500 in 
qualified expenses for her education in 2013.

5.  Personal interest. Neither the Scotts’ interest on credit 
cards nor their car loan is tax-deductible.

6.  Health care coverage cost. As an employee benefit 
to Fr. Scott, St. Michael’s pays 100% of the health care 
coverage cost for the Scott family.
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Notes (not to be attached to your return)
Jerome L. and Jane T. Scott
2013 tax return

Form 1040
Line 7:
 Fr. Scott’s church salary .......................................................................$44,000

 Christmas gift from church..........................................................................600 

 Imputed cost of excess life insurance ......................................................... 240

 Jane Scott’s salary .................................................................................45,000

 Excess housing allowance ..........................................................................900

 Total .................................................................................................... $90,740
  *  Eligible housing allowance and salary reduction contributions to his RSVP account (403(b) ($6,000) are not included in church wages since both  

are excluded from gross income; neither is the salary reduction contribution to his RSVP account (403(b) ($6,000) included in calculating Fr. Scott’s  
self-employment tax on Schedule SE.

A minister’s housing allowance is nontaxable to the extent it does not exceed either actual housing expenses or the 
annual fair rental value, furnished, plus utilities, of the minister’s home. In other words, the non-taxable amount is the 
lowest of the following three amounts:

 1. church-designated housing allowance ..............................................$26,000

 2. actual expenses incurred in owning or maintaining a home ................25,100

 3. annual fair rental value of home including utilities ............................... 26,000

The lowest of these amounts is Fr. Scott’s actual expenses of $25,100. This represents the amount that can be excluded in 
Line 7 from gross income in computing federal income taxes. The excess amount ($900) by which the church designated 
housing allowance resolution ($26,000) exceeds his actual housing expenses ($25,100) must be declared as income on 
line 7. Enter the words “excess housing $900” on the dotted line next to line 7.

Schedule A
Lines 6 and 10:
Ministers are permitted to fully deduct real estate and mortgage interest payments as itemized expenses on Schedule A 
even though both items were included in computing the housing allowance exclusion.

Schedule C-EZ
Line 2:
Meals ($250) must be reduced by 50% leaving $125, plus lodging expenses of $500, totals $625. 

Note to be attached to Schedule SE
Jerome L. Scott 100-22-1234
2013 Federal 1040

Explanation of Line 2
 Compensation per W-2 ....................................................................... $44,840*

 Parsonage (Housing) Allowance (Section 107) ......................................26,000

 Schedule C net earnings .......................................................................... 1,775

 Line 2 ..................................................................................................  $72,615
 * Christmas gift and imputed tax on life insurance are included.
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Example Two: A Retired Minister
The Reverend William K. Green is a retired priest. He is 70 years old. He is married to Sarah J. Green, who is 68 years old 
and retired from her career as a school teacher. Fr. Green receives $31,000 in pension income, all of which is designated 
in advance by The Church Pension Fund as a housing allowance. Fr. Green asked The Church Pension Fund to withhold 
$100 a month ($1,200 a year) of his pension for his estimated federal taxes for 2013. Fr. Green had $23,000 of housing 
expenses for 2013, of which $2,800 was real estate taxes. Housing allowances for retired ministers are not taxable in 
computing federal income tax to the extent that they are used to pay for housing-related expenses that do not exceed 
the fair rental value of the home, furnished, plus utilities. The fair rental value of Fr. Green’s home, furnished, plus utilities 
was $25,000. As a result, only $8,000 of his pension is subject to income taxation. His wife Sarah also has a small 
pension of $9,000 a year. Their combined taxable pension amount will be $17,000.

Note: Pensions are not earned income (wages) and therefore are not subject to self-employment tax. 
Fr. Green needs to take his first required minimum distribution (RMD) from his Individual Retirement Account (IRA) with 
the Church Life Insurance Corporation. With an account balance of $150,000 as of December 31, 2012, and dividing 
by the IRS uniform life expectancy table Church Life calculated that Fr. Green needed to take $5,660 to comply and he 
took that distribution quarterly during the year. His wife Sarah, who transferred her IRA to Church Life during 2013, took 
an additional $3,000 from her account during the year. These distributions are fully taxable and should be reported on 
line 15a and 15b. 

Fr. Green received $3,000 from occasional guest preaching engagements. He incurred $1,425 in expenses as a result 
of these activities ($1,250 in travel expenses and $350 for meals). Only 50% of the meals expense is deductible. Note: 
The net income of $1,575 from Fr. Green’s preaching engagements represents earned income and, unlike his pension, 
is therefore subject to self-employment tax.

The Greens each paid $110 per month for the Medical Trust’s Medicare Supplement Plus Plan and $60 per month each 
for the Basic Dental Plan, a yearly total of $4,080. Since Fr. Green had $1,575 of self-employment income, then $1,575 
of these premiums are deductible on Form 1040, line 29, page 1.

Fr. Green received $18,000 in Social Security benefit payments in 2013 and his wife Sarah received $10,000 in her 
benefit payments for 2013. The Greens had to calculate how much of their Social Security benefits may be subject to 
tax by using the worksheet on page 29 of the Form 1040 instructions. See the sample worksheet following their tax 
examples.

Note that, although the worksheet is used to calculate lines 20a and 20b on Form 1040, the worksheet 
itself is not filed with the IRS.
The Greens also had $225 of taxable interest from their bank accounts in 2013.

Father and Mrs. Green, because they are both over age 65, take advantage of the increased Standard Deduction for 
2013 of $14,600 instead of itemizing their deductions in 2013.
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Example Three: Retired Single Minister
The Reverend Philip S. Hoffmann, age 65, retired January 1, 2013, after 28 years in the Church. Fr. Hoffmann took the  
Single Life Option for his pension that paid him $31,025 for 2013. He had earned the maximum resettlement benefit of 
$20,000, which he directed into his RSVP account. Fr. Hoffmann started taking his Social Security on January 1, 2013, 
also, and he received $21,000 for the year.

Fr. Hoffmann also received $255 in taxable interest from his bank accounts and $500 in tax-exempt interest from a  
tax-exempt bond he holds in a personal brokerage account. 

Fr. Hoffmann has federal income tax due of $189 for 2013 and does not have any tax penalty due because his total tax 
liability was under $1,000. He also has $150,000 in an IRA account from which he took $6,000 in 2013.

Fr. Hoffmann decided to rent when he retired and took a two-bedroom condo in Florida that with all eligible expenses 
cost him $24,200 in 2013. A local realtor gave him an estimate of $25,000 for the fair rental value of this condo fully 
furnished. As a result he only had to declare $6,825 of his pension as taxable income for 2013 ($31,025 - $24,200 = $6,825)

As a result of only having to pay tax on $6,825 of his pension benefit, Fr. Hoffmann did not have to include any of his 
Social Security benefit in his tax computation, because the total of all his provisional income, income from all sources 
was less than $25,000.
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CPF FORM B January 2014

Federal Income Tax Status of Church Pension Fund Benefits

The General Rule:
In accordance with Section 107 of the Internal Revenue Code, The Church Pension Fund, as it had done in 2013, has 
once again designated the full amount of each pension to be paid to retired and disabled clergy in 2014 including 
distributions from the RSVP Plan, the Extra Christmas Benefit and bridge benefit, as a housing allowance. However, the 
amount of housing allowance that you may exclude from gross income for Federal income tax purposes cannot exceed 
the lesser of (1) the total amount you actually spend in a calendar year for items that directly relate to renting or providing 
a home, or (2) the fair rental value of your home (including garage and furnishings) plus the cost of the utilities.

For Surviving Spouses and Children:
The housing allowance exclusion is applicable to Church Pension Fund benefits paid to the clergy who earned them. 
Tax law does not allow such an exclusion for surviving spouses or dependents.

How to Calculate:
While further details are available in IRS Publication 517 and the 2014 Tax Guide for Episcopal Ministers, the following 
list may assist you in determining the total actual expenses that relate to renting or providing your home:

• Mortgage payments, both principal and interest

• Real estate taxes and special assessments*

• Fees paid for acquiring home titles, mortgages, etc.

• Improvements and repairs

• Costs of moving your home furnishings

• Home furnishings which are primary and essential

Resettlement Benefit May Qualify:
The Resettlement Benefit paid by The Church Pension Fund at the time of your retirement has also been designated as 
housing allowance. It may be excluded from gross income to the extent that it is used in the taxable year in which it is 
received for the purpose of renting or providing a home, subject to the rules described above.

Importance of Records:
We strongly recommend that you keep good records, including all your calculations and expense records related to 
renting or providing your home. You may need them if tax questions or challenges develop.

How to Report:
The amount you decide to exclude from your gross income is not shown on your Federal tax return because it is an 
“exclusion,” not a “deduction.” The total of all pension benefits received during the year (shown on Box 1 of your  
Form 1099-R) should be copied to Line 16a of your Federal Form 1040 [Line 12a of Federal 1040A]. The taxable 
portion of these benefits, determined by subtracting the amount you are excluding for housing purposes from the 
total, should be shown on Line 16b of your Federal Form 1040 [Line 12b of Federal 1040A]. Line 16b should not be 
left blank, so if all amounts received are used for housing you should enter a zero (0) on that line. Please note that 
you will receive the Form 1099-R from Northern Trust as they are the paying agent for the plan. You may also 
receive a Form 1099-R from Fidelity Investments if you had any distributions from an RSVP plan, as they are 
the paying agent for that plan. In addition, for distributions from the RSVP, please contact Fidelity Investments 
to notify them that your distribution is eligible for the housing allowance.

SECA Tax:
Social Security Self-Employment tax (also called SECA tax) is not applicable to any part of the qualified retirement 
benefits paid by The Church Pension Fund. However, if you have other earnings from self-employment after retirement 
(from the church or other source), you may be required to pay SECA tax on those earnings and also on the fair rental 
value of housing provided by a church or other employer.

Further Assistance:
We will, of course, assist in answering questions about specific benefits that you receive from The Church Pension Fund; 
please contact the Pension Services Department at (866) 802-6333. However, we cannot advise as to personal tax 
problems. If legal, accounting or other expert assistance is required in connection with your tax returns, the services of a  
competent professional should be sought. For general questions concerning clergy taxes, you may call Nancy N. Fritschner 
at (877) 305-1414 or Bill Geisler at (877) 305-1415, toll-free.

*  Please note that in addition to being treated as housing expenses for the purpose of calculating the housing allowance exclusion, mortgage loan interest 
and real estate tax payments are allowable as itemized deductions from gross income on Schedule A of Form 1040.

• Fire and home liability insurance premiums

•  Maintenance and upkeep of property including landscaping

•  Utilities – electric, gas, oil, water, basic telephone, trash,  
cable television base rate (not including premium channels)

•  Rent payments for home, garage, storage for household 
items, furnishings, etc.
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estate planning. He is one of the editors of this annual Tax Guide For Episcopal Ministers as well as Federal Reporting 
Requirements for Episcopal Churches, and also provides assistance via the Tax Response phone line. He served as a 
trustee of The Church Pension Fund from 1988 to 2000. He also has been the Treasurer of the Diocese of Arizona and  
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the PB&F, Executive Council, and Church Deployment Board, and the Church Divinity School of the Pacific (CDSP) 
Board. He has been a deputy to 13 General Conventions. Matt received an honorary doctorate from CDSP in 2008.

The Rev. Canon William F. Geisler, CPA holds an A.B. from Harvard College and an M.B.A. from the Harvard Business 
School. He was ordained in 1969. He has served as a trustee of Grace Cathedral both as a lay person and a cleric. He 
was Controller for the Diocese of California for 31 years. His private practice specialized in consulting and tax. He has 
served as treasurer of the Conference of Diocesan Executives, and a member of The Church Pension Fund Committee 
on Medical Insurance. He is a tax and financial consultant on clergy and churches for The Church Pension Fund, is one 
of the editors of this annual Tax Guide For Episcopal Ministers as well as Federal Reporting Requirements for Episcopal 
Churches, and has been a presenter at various clergy financial planning seminars and parish financial leadership training 
for over 30 years. He has provided assistance via the Tax Response phone line since its inception.

Nancy N. Fritschner, CPA, is a CPA with a particular interest in clergy taxes as she is a clergy spouse. Nancy graduated 
from the University of Kentucky with a B.S. in Accounting and has worked for various CPA firms in Kentucky, Tennessee, 
South Carolina and Alabama. She taught accounting at The University of the South and has been a finance faculty mem-
ber of CREDO for over 10 years. Nancy has developed and presented courses on clergy taxes and church accounting for 
national and diocesan church events and for the Office of Professional and Continuing Education at Auburn University. 
She currently lives in Louisville, Kentucky.

©2014 by The Church Pension Fund and Church Law & Tax Report. This publication is intended to provide a timely, accurate and authoritative discussion 
of tax reporting compliance, and the impact of recent changes in the tax laws. It is not intended as a substitute for legal, accounting or other professional 
advice. If legal, tax or other expert assistance is required, the services of a competent professional should be sought. Although we believe this book 
provides accurate information, there may be changes resulting from IRS or judicial interpretations of the Tax Code, new tax regulations or technical 
corrections that occurred after the printing of this edition that are not reflected in the text.

Circular 230 Disclaimer: This Guide should not be viewed as legal, tax or other advice. Any tax advice contained in the body of this material was not 
intended or written to be used, and cannot be used, by the recipient for the purpose of i) avoiding penalties that may be imposed under the Internal 
Revenue Code or applicable state or local tax law provisions, or ii) promoting, marketing or recommending to another party any transaction or matter 
addressed herein.

Throughout this document tax examples are given that include fictional first names of clergy, lay employees and parish names. The names for the persons and  
places in these examples were chosen at random, and do not refer to any particular clergy, lay employees, parishes or institutions of The Episcopal Church.



Protecting Our Clergy’s Future

• The Church Pension Fund

• Church Life Insurance Corporation

• The Episcopal Church Medical Trust

• The Church Insurance Companies*

• Church Publishing Incorporated

* Collectively, The Church Insurance Agency Corporation, The Church Insurance Company, The Church Insurance Company of New York and The Church Insurance Company of Vermont.


